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Abstract

The goal of this work is to formally analyze the TLS 1.3 proposal
using Tamarin, a state of the art symbolic security protocol verifi-
cation tool. We present an overview of Tamarin, focusing on it’s
underlying formalism and input language used to specify the model
of the protocol. Moreover we discuss the specification of the TLS 1.3
handshake, as defined in the current draft of the IETF working group.
It defines three main modes of execution, depending on whether pre-
shared keys, Diffie-Hellman key exchange, or a combination of them
is used. As each of the modes guarantees different security properties,
we first analyze them in isolation, assuming that, e.g., the pre-shared
keys are secret before the execution of the handshake. Then we com-
bine the individual models into one theory, analyzing the guarantees
of handshakes that, in a process called session resumption, use pre-
shared keys established in a previous handshake.

Our models are able to verify mutual agreement and secrecy of
the generated keys for Diffie-Hellman handshakes that use client cer-
tificates for authentication. In addition we show that the server does
not have guarantees for these properties, if no client authentication is
done. We verify that the so-called zero round-trip time data, which
may be sent by the client in its first flight, is not protected against
replay attacks. Further, our analysis shows that this data is not guar-
anteed to be forward secret, even in a handshake that combines the
pre-shared key with a Diffie-Hellman key exchange.

Finally, the analysis of session resumption verifies mutual injective
agreement as well as secrecy, if at least one of the two handshakes uses
client certificates. This especially shows mutual injective agreement
of handshakes using delayed client authentication. On the other hand
we disprove aliveness from the point of view of a server participating
in a handshake without client certificates.

During this analysis we either prove or disprove security properties
for each one of the 8 main modes of execution. In conclusion we then
discuss the results of our work, providing an overall picture of the
security guarantees satisfied by the different handshake modes.
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1 Introduction

Today’s Internet is used as communication medium for a wide variety of
applications. A growing number of enterprises, such as banks and retail
stores, are offering their services over the Internet. This fact, together with
the insecure nature of the Internet, has led to the need for and development of
various security protocols. These protocols use cryptographic primitives such
as encryption or digital signatures to protect the data’s confidentiality and
integrity. The development of the probably most used security protocol, the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, dates back to the mid 1990s. Under
the name of Secure Socket Layer (SSL) it was first designed by Netscape and
has been subject to improvements and updates ever since. Today, TLS 1.2
is a proposed Internet standard and is used to protect sensitive data of a
substantial number of applications and services. Most famous for its use in
the HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), TLS provides security
for critical parts of the world wide web. Due to vulnerabilities in previous
versions and the need for additional features, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) is currently designing the next version of this protocol, TLS 1.3.

The past, however, has shown that the design of security protocols is
easier said than done. Due to the complex nature of possible interactions be-
tween different nodes in the network, the development of correct protocols is
difficult and often not intuitive at all. History has shown that even the sim-
plest protocols, involving only three messages, can contain flaws that allow
potential intruders to gain knowledge about sensitive data. Various attacks
on previous versions of TLS/SSL and other protocols resulted in the emer-
gence of automated protocol verification tools. In a context where protocol
execution may involve a potentially unbounded number of participants, pos-
sibly running the protocol in parallel with multiple other peers while being
exposed to the malicious actions of an adversary, it is most often not possible
to “manually” consider the whole space of possible executions. That is what
tools like Scyther, ProVerif, or Tamarin are built for: Reasoning about
the set of possible executions to automatically prove or disprove the cor-
rectness of the specifications of certain security protocols. These tools each
define a protocol specification language that is internally used to model pos-
sible executions of the protocol. Protocol correctness is expressed in terms
of property satisfaction and reasoned about using formal methods. Using
such automated verification, it is desirable to analyze the security of proto-
cols while they are still in the development phase to find flaws before the
protocol is implemented and used in practice.

In this work, we are using the automated protocol verification tool
Tamarin to formally analyze the most recent revision of the TLS 1.3 draft
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(draft-ietf-tls-tls13-13). We want to formally verify the desired secu-
rity properties of the TLS 1.3 handshake, that is, confidentiality, integrity
and authentication. Therefore we are modeling the protocol in Tamarin’s
input language and then prove or disprove the satisfaction of certain security
properties, which can be grouped into properties ensuring confidentiality, and
both integrity and authentication. After first analyzing the different modes
of the TLS 1.3 handshake in isolation, we proceed to inspect the proper-
ties of handshakes that are performing a so called session resumption, where
the authentication from previous handshakes is reused. Additionally, we are
modeling and analyzing the security properties of the delayed client authen-
tication. This requires us to model a combination of the different handshake
modes, considering traces with multiple handshakes being executed in possi-
bly different modes.

1.1 Related Work

Automated Protocol Verification Tamarin was developed at the In-
stitute of Information Security at ETH Zürich [21]. It is a state-of-the-
art security protocol verification tool that allows for unbounded verification.
Protocols are modeled using a multiset rewriting system and automated ver-
ification is implemented with a symbolic backwards search. Tamarin was
previously used to formally analyze [21] authenticated key exchange (AKE)
protocols like NAXOS [5], the three-pass UM protocol [6], or KEA+ [17].
Recently, Tamarin was used in the formal analysis of the Attack Resilient
Public-Key Infrastructure (ARPKI) [3]. It was later extended to allow for
automated symbolic proofs of observational equivalence. In that setting,
Tamarin was used to analyze [4] the RFID protocol by Feldhofer [14] and
the TPM Envelope protocol [9].

Other tools for the automatic verification of security protocols include
Scyther, ProVerif, or Maude-NPA. Instead of using multiset rewriting rules
for protocol specification, Scyther [7] uses linear role scripts for specifying
protocols. ProVerif uses Applied-Pi Calculus for protocol specification and
internally uses Horn clauses for reasoning. Maude-NPA, like Tamarin, is
based on a rewriting logic and performs a backwards search to decide reach-
ability of certain states. Each of these tools come with their strengths and
weaknesses. It would therefore be desirable to analyze a security protocol
using different tools.

TLS 1.3 Benjamin Dowling, Marc Fischlin, Felix Günther, and Douglas
Stebila cryptographically analyzed [12] two early versions of the TLS 1.3
draft using an augmented multi-stage version of the BellareRogaway model.
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Later, in October 2015, they extended and continued the analysis for revision
10 of the draft [13].

In February of this year, Cas Cremers, Marko Horvat, Sam Scott, and
Thyla van der Merwe used Tamarin to formally analyze the revision 10 of the
TLS 1.3 draft (draft-ietf-tls-tls13-10) [8]. The model was extended to
analyze a feature that was likely to be included in the revision 11 of the draft:
Delayed client side authentication. The analysis found an attack, where it
was possible for an adversary to impersonate the client, while communicating
with the server. This attack was possible due to the fact that the client’s
signature did not cover the certificate of the server. The specifications of
the next version of the draft was then updated based on the results of this
analysis. The current version of the draft solves this problem, by defining
the client’s signature to transitively include the certificate of the server. This
is achieved by including the server’s Finished message in the signature.

1.2 Structure

In this work, we formally analyze the TLS 1.3 proposal as defined in the
current draft of the IETF working group. First, in Section 2, we present
an overview of the TLS 1.3 protocol specification, tailored for the level of
abstraction of Tamarin’s Dolev-Yao model. In this section, we conceptually
divide the handshake into three main modes of execution: The initial hand-
shake mode, using a Diffie-Hellman key exchange without pre-shared keys,
the pure pre-shared key handshake, using only the value of the pre-shared
key, and the pre-shared key handshake that additionally also establishes a
Diffie-Hellman secret for perfect forward secrecy. Next, Section 3 introduces
the formalism underlying Tamarin and talks about the input language used
to specify our models of the handshakes. Building on the previous sections,
Section 4 then discusses some general modeling choices and abstractions we
made during the process of modeling the TLS 1.3 handshake. The next three
sections each summarize the modeling process, as well as the analysis and re-
sults of one model. While we first analyze the three main modes in isolation
from each other, we later combine these individual models into one analysis,
modeling the processes of session resumption and delayed client authentica-
tion. At the end of this work, we summarize our results and conclude the
security guarantees of TLS 1.3.
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1.3 Contribution

We formally verify the desired security properties of the TLS 1.3 handshake.
Our analysis of the pure Diffie-Hellman mode shows that client side authen-
tication is crucial for the validity of security properties from the point of view
of the server, while it is not necessary from the point of view of the client.
The analysis of the pre-shared key modes then verifies that not combining
the pre-shared key with a Diffie-Hellman key exchange leads to the violation
of PFS. On the other hand, modes that combine both sources of secret values
are proven to satisfy PFS.

Our analysis also considers the security properties of the so-called zero
round-trip-time data, sent in the client’s first flight. We verify that these
values are not protected against replay attacks without applying any addi-
tional countermeasures. In the final model we analyze the session resumption,
where we verify the desired security properties of the different modes of ex-
ecution. We especially show that delayed client authentication guarantees
both mutual injective agreement and secrecy of the established keys.
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2 TLS 1.3

In this section we introduce the proposal of Transport Layer Security 1.3. It
currently is an Internet draft maintained by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) and aims to replace it’s predecessor, TLS 1.2. After an in-
troduction we present an overview of the handshake protocol, the record
protocol, and the cryptographic computations.

2.1 Introduction

Transport Layer Security (TLS) is probably the Internet’s most important
security protocol. It is a proposed Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
standard and heavily used in today’s Internet. It is defined to operate over a
reliable transport layer protocol such as TCP, and aims to provide confiden-
tiality, integrity, and authentication to application layer communication. A
famous example of an application layer protocol using TLS is the HTTPS pro-
tocol (HTTP over TLS), which is designed to provide secure communication
over the Internet. The security of this protocol is of utmost importance, as a
variety of widely used, and security critical applications rely on it. Probably
the most famous example thereof is e-banking, whose popularity has seen a
rapid growth in the past few years.

The predecessor of TLS, Secure Socket Layer (SSL), was developed by
Netscape for secure web transactions. The first version of TLS, TLS 1.0, was
then defined in 1999 as an upgrade of SSL Version 3.0 [10]. Even though
the design of this protocol was based on SSL, the differences between the
two protocols were significant enough to not allow interoperability. TLS 1.0
implementations, thus, do not allow downgrading the connection to SSL 3.0.

TLS 1.2 [11] was defined in August 2008 and is today’s standard for
secure communication over the Internet. Since its first definition in 1999,
the specification of TLS went through multiple modifications such as various
adaptations against newly found attacks (e.g., cipher-block chaining attacks),
and the introduction of support for new cryptographic primitives, such as the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Combined with the goal of backwards
compatibility, TLS became very complex. This led to the fact that TLS 1.2,
as it is defined today, supports the use of insecure cryptographic primitives
(e.g., MD5) and contains unused features.

TLS 1.3 is based on the specification of previous versions, however, it
aims to “clean up” the specification in such a way that the resulting protocol
will not be as complex as TLS 1.2. Unused features like static RSA, custom
ECDHE groups, renegotiation, and Non-AEAD ciphers are removed by this
update. Contrary to prior versions, in TLS 1.3 all ciphers are executed in the
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block cipher mode of operation: Authenticated Encryption with Associated
Data (AEAD). In AEAD encryption, the plain-text is encrypted and integrity
protected, thus providing not only confidentiality, but also integrity.

Another objective of TLS 1.3 is performance. With the more constrained
design of this version, it is possible to reduce the number of round trips in
most of the handshake runs. As there are less options for cryptographic pa-
rameters available for negotiation, it is more likely that the client is able to
predict the preferences of the server. In contrast to previous versions, it is
possible to have the cipher suite negotiated after only two messages, meaning
that the server may already send encrypted application data in it’s first flight.
TLS 1.3 uses an optimistic approach, where additional negotiation messages
are only sent exceptionally, if the client cannot “guess” the servers prefer-
ences. These messages are further explained in Section 2.2.6. An additional
performance gain is accomplished by introducing so-called zero round-trip-
time messages (0-RTT), enabling the client to send application data in it’s
first flight. As described in section 2.2.7, this data’s protection is weaker
than data sent after the handshake. Particularly it lacks perfect forward se-
crecy (PFS) and is not protected against replay attacks. One round-trip-time
refers to the time between the sending of a message and the reception of it’s
answer.

TLS 1.3 is partitioned into three protocols: the handshake protocol, the
record protocol, and the alert protocol. We are not considering the alert
protocol in this work, as it is not important in our symbolic model. The
record protocol runs over a reliable transport layer protocol such as TCP,
and provides confidentiality and authenticity to the messages. Cryptographic
parameters, such as keys, used in the record protocol are negotiated by the
handshake protocol. Even though the handshake protocol starts without
encrypting it’s first messages, it runs on top of the record protocol. This
is an exception, as other messages sent over the record protocol are always
encrypted. The handshake protocol aims to provide the following security
properties:

� Authentication using either asymmetric cryptography, e.g., RSA, or
symmetric cryptography together with a pre-shared key.

� Secrecy of the established keys

� Reliability of the negotiation (no tampering)
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2.2 Handshake Protocol

In this section we will present an overview of the TLS handshake. After
initially defining a notation for the TLS messages, we will explain the three
different phases of a general TLS handshake: Key Exchange, Server Param-
eters, and Authentication Phase. The following sections then describe each
individual mode of execution in more detail.

2.2.1 Notation

As the TLS 1.3 handshake can be executed in different modes, there are many
types of messages being sent during the protocol. Using the names of these
messages as specified in the draft [20] we, for the remainder of this thesis,
refer to the handshake messages with the following syntax. The meaning of
each message is explained in the remaining subsections of this section:

Message type Abbreviation
ClientHello CH

ServerHello SH

HelloRetryRequest HRR

EarlyFinished EF

EncryptedExtensions EE

CertificateRequest CR

Server CertificateVerify CTS

Server Certificate CVS

Server Finished FIS

Client Certificate CTC

Client CertificateVerify CVC

Client Finished FIC

NewSessionTicket NST

If we use the phrase “the handshake hash up to msg”, we refer to the
hash of all the handshake messages up to, and including, msg, with the
exception of 0-RTT messages. As not all messages are always sent, the
handshake hash up to msg might not include msg in some modes, where
it is not sent. The handshake hash up to CVS, for example, is defined as:
h(CH|SH|HRR*|EE|CR*|CTS*|CVS*), where * states that the message is op-
tional or depends on the mode. There is, however, the possibility that the
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participants are running in psk-only mode, so no server authentication mes-
sage are sent in that run. As an example, the handshake hash up to CVS
would then be defined as: h(CH|SH|HRR*|EE|CR*).

2.2.2 Overview

The goal of the handshake protocol is the establishment of security pa-
rameters for the record protocol, as well as the authentication of peers.
It negotiates a session defined by peer certificates, cipher specifications,
and a so-called resumption secret. This resumption secret can then be
used by future handshakes, in a process called session resumption, to reuse
the authentication of the initial handshake. This is done by deriving a
resumption context and a resumption psk from the resumption secret.
The resumption psk is then used as pre-shared key. It is possible to create
multiple connections bound to the same session and thus only one resumption
secret.

Identities are authenticated using either asymmetric cryptography or a
pre-shared symmetric key. If no pre-shared key is available, then the server
must authenticate itself with asymmetric cryptography. This is mostly done
with certificates. The client, on the other hand, does not necessarily have
to authenticate itself. The handshake protocol supports three basic key ex-
change modes:

� DH Mode: Using only Diffie-Hellman, combined with asymmetric cryp-
tography for authentication.

� PSKONLY Mode: Using a pre-shared key, but no Diffie-Hellman at the
cost of perfect forward secrecy.

� PSKDH Mode: Using both, Diffie-Hellman and a pre-shared key.

Each mode uses different input secret values to compute four intermediate
secrets, which are then used to derive all the keys. In a handshake, for exam-
ple, which runs in PSKDH mode, there are two values used to compute the
secrets: the Diffie-Hellman secret and the pre-shared key. This key derivation
process is further explained in Section 2.4. Conceptually each handshake can
be partitioned into the following three phases:

Key Exchange Phase The client initiates the handshake by sending a
ClientHello, containing a freshly generated nonce, extensions, and a list
of offered cipher suites. The extensions either contain one or more Diffie-
Hellman key shares, one or more pre-shared key identities, or both. The
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server then chooses, from the offered list, one cipher suite and responds with
a ServerHello, containing a nonce, the selected cipher suite, and exten-
sions. The extensions sent by the server either contain a Diffie-Hellman key
share, a pre-shared key identity, or both, depending on the contents of the
ClientHello. If the server does not find any suitable Diffie-Hellman share
(e.g., no acceptable group), then it will send a HelloRetryRequest. This
will lead to another ClientHello from the client and is further explained in
Section 2.2.6. After this exchange phase, both parties presumably share se-
cret keying material, which is derived from the Diffie-Hellman secret and/or
the pre-shared key. Additionally, if a pre-shared key is used, the client may
indicate the presence of early application data by including an appropriate
extension in the ClientHello. This so-called zero round-trip-time (0-RTT)
data is sent on the client’s first flight. Early data is further explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.7. All messages after this phase are encrypted using a key derived
from the input keying material.

Server Parameters This phase consists of two messages being sent by the
server: EncryptedExtensions and CertificateRequest. The first message
contains responses to any extension of the ClientHello, that was not re-
quired for the establishment of the cryptographic parameters in the first
phase. The CertificateRequest indicates that the server expects the client
to authenticate itself, and, as client side authentication is optional, may be
omitted. These messages, and the following handshake messages, are en-
crypted using keys derived from the available input secrets.

Authentication The authentication phase consists of two sets of authen-
tication messages exchanged by the client and the server. Each set con-
sists of three messages: Certificate, CertificateVerify, and Finished.
The Certificate contains, as the name suggests, a certificate, binding the
peer’s name to a public key. CertificateVerify is the signature of both
the hash of all the handshake messages up to present time and the hash of
resumption context, using the private key associated with the public key
of the Certificate. The Finished is the MAC of the hash of all hand-
shake messages up to present time and the hash of resumption context,
using a symmetric key derived during the handshake. It provides key con-
firmation, binds the identities to keys, and in pre-shared key modes also
authenticates the handshake. The Finished messages are always sent, while
the other messages, Certificate and CertificateVerify, are only sent if
the handshake mode requires authentication. In a handshake using only
Diffie-Hellman and no client side authentication, for example, the server
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sends all of the authentication messages, while the client only sends Client

Finished. After the handshake both parties presumably share a secret for
future use, called resumption secret, as well as multiple keys used by the
record protocol. The resumption secret is used in future handshakes to
derive resumption context and resumption psk. The following paragraph
explains how the client uses these values to indicate a session resumption
with it’s ClientHello.

Post Handshake Messages After the handshake, the server may send a
NewSessionTicket. It contains an opaque ticket (or psk identity) which,
by sending this message, becomes bound to the two values resumption

context and resumption psk. The client may then use this ticket as a
psk identity extension in the ClientHello to indicate the use of resumption
psk as pre-shared key. As it is part of the post handshake phase, this message
needs to be encrypted under the traffic key (trKey).

2.2.3 Pure Diffie-Hellman Mode

The pure Diffie-Hellman mode does not use any pre-shared key, and is used,
e.g., if the parties have never communicated before. The only keying material
used is the key established by a Diffie-Hellman key exchange.

Diffie-Hellman Half-Keys The Diffie-Hellman key exchange is used to
establish a shared secret over an insecure channel. Using an appropriate
cyclic group and a generating element of that group, called g, both parties
calculate their so-called half-key by raising g to the power of a randomly gen-
erated number. These half-keys are then exchanged to compute the shared
Diffie-Hellman secret.

The client includes a list of potential Diffie-Hellman half-keys to the
ClientHello, where the half-keys may belong to different groups. The server
then may accept one of them and attach it’s half-key, belonging to the same
group as the chosen one, to the ServerHello. In this mode it is not pos-
sible for the client to send application data in it’s first flight, as there is
no key available at that early state of the handshake. After sending the
EncryptedExtensions, the server indicates whether or not it requires the
client to authenticate itself. If so, a CertificateRequest is sent.

Since the server must be authenticated, and no pre-shared key (PSK) is
available in this mode, the server must send it’s full authentication block, con-
sisting of Server Certificate, Server CertificateVerify, and Server

Finished. Depending on whether the client received CertificateRequest,
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it will either send a full authentication block containing Client Certificate,
Client CertificateVerify, and Client Finished, or send only the Client
Finished. If the client is not authenticated by the handshake, then the au-
thentication may still take place in the application layer, or happen in a
delayed manner, either in a future PSK handshake or using post-handshake
authentication features. Application data can be sent by the server after
the Server Finished was sent. Data sent by the server prior to the clients
authentication messages, however, is sent to an unauthenticated peer.

2.2.4 Pure Pre-Shared Key Mode

TLS 1.3 offers the possibility, if the parties initially share a secret key (PSK),
to run the handshake without using Diffie-Hellman. In this case, there are
no Diffie-Hellman half-keys included in the ClientHello and ServerHello.
The ClientHello contains the so-called PSK identity (psk id), uniquely
identifying the PSK. If the client and the server share multiple keys, then
the ClientHello may contain a list of PSK identities wherefrom the server
may choose one. The ServerHello then contains the selected PSK identity.
If a previous handshake is to be resumed, then the value of the PSK identity
corresponds to the ticket of the last NewSessionTicket message sent by the
server.

As the server is already authenticated by the pre-shared key, it is not
necessary to send Server Certificate and Server CertificateVerify.
This is because the Server Finished, using a MAC key derived from the
PSK, also authenticates the handshake. This is due to the fact that the pre-
shared key is transitively derived from, and thus bound to, the hash of a DH-
mode handshake that involved the Server Certificate. Since, however,
client authentication is not mandatory in the DH mode, it is possible to use
delayed client authentication in PSK modes.

The disadvantage of this mode is the lack of perfect forward secrecy: Since
there is no Diffie-Hellman key involved in this mode, the adversary may learn
the contents of the handshake, as well as the keys used to protect application
data, if he manages to obtain the pre-shared key later in time.

2.2.5 Diffie-Hellman Pre-shared Key Mode

In this mode the parties need to initially share a symmetric key. In contrast
to the pure PSK mode, this mode additionally uses a Diffie-Hellman key to
provide perfect forward secrecy to the handshake and the traffic keys. The
client includes, next to the psk id, a list of Diffie-Hellman half-keys to the
ClientHello. The ServerHello then contains one selected PSK identity
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and a Diffie-Hellman half-key belonging to the same group as the selected
half-key of the client. All the keys used by the handshake and the record
protocol are derived using both the PSK and the Diffie-Hellman key. An
exception to this are the keys used to protect 0-RTT data. They are only
derived from the pre-shared key. Section 2.2.7 further explains this case.

2.2.6 Hello Retry Request

As TLS 1.3 uses an optimistic approach for negotiating the cipher suite,
there are, in most of the cases, only two messages sent in order to agree
on the keying material and cryptographic algorithms used. If, however,
the ClientHello only contained Diffie-Hellman shares which are not ac-
cepted by the server, e.g., unsupported groups, then the server will respond
with a HelloRetryRequest, instead of sending the ServerHello. This mes-
sage’s purpose is to tell the client which groups should be used instead.
The client will then send another ClientHello, containing a Diffie-Hellman
share of the supported group. This introduces an additional round-trip-time
to the handshake. Note that the HelloRetryRequest and the additional
ClientHello are included in the handshake hash, and that no more than
one HelloRetryRequest is being sent.

2.2.7 Zero Round-Trip-Time Data

Because of the importance of network latency in the sense of number of round
trips, TLS 1.3 allows the client to send application data in it’s first flight. A
typical use case of this feature is a HTTP get request, enabling the server to
send the content of a web page directly after the Server Finished message.
Since the client, at this early point, has not yet received any message from
the server, the data sent during that phase will no be replay protected. This
is due to the fact that the server has no freshness guarantees about this data.
As described in Section 2.4, the key used to protect early data is only derived
from the pre-shared key. It is therefore only possible to send early data, if a
pre-shared key is available.

If the client decides to send early data, he indicates this by including
an appropriate extension to the ClientHello. In the same flight, the client
then sends Early EncryptedExtensions and EarlyFinished, a MAC over
the handshake hash of only CH, followed by the application data. At the
end of the early data the client sends an end of early data alert. After
these messages, the handshake is continued normally. No 0-RTT message is
included in the handshake hash.
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2.3 Record Protocol

The record protocol is layered on top of a reliable transport protocol, and pro-
tects the messages confidentiality and the integrity. Messages to be transmit-
ted are fragmented into blocks, encrypted using an AEAD cipher, and then
sent over the network. Received data is decrypted, verified, put together,
and then passed on to the higher-levels of the protocol stack.

2.4 Cryptographic Computations

One of the goals of the TLS handshake is the establishment of secret keying
material, which is derived from two input secrets: A static secret (PSK) rep-
resenting a shared long-term secret, as well as an ephemeral secret ((EC)DHE)
representing a fresh short-term secret. As illustrated in Section 2.2.2, it may
be the case that one of the secrets is not available in a specific mode of
the handshake. The static secret, for example, might be a pre-shared key
established by a previous handshake. The ephemeral secret is, if present, in-
stantiated by a symmetric Diffie-Hellman key, established in the handshake’s
first messages.

2.4.1 Hash Key Derivation Function

During the handshake, different keys are derived using a HMAC-based extract-
and-expand key derivation function (HKDF [16]). This function builds on
an underlying hashed message authentication code (HMAC [15]) to derive
multiple keys from the keying material. It follows the extract-then-expand
paradigm, where HKDF-Extract “extracts” a cryptographically strong pseudo-
random key from the keying material, while HKDF-Expand then “expands”
that pseudo-random key to multiple keys:

PRK = HKDF-Extract(salt, IKM)

OKM = HKDF-Expand(PRK, info, L)

Given input keying material IKM and, optionally, a non-secret random
value salt, HKDF-Extract computes the pseudorandom key PRF. Together
with a context value info and the output length L, PRF is then used as input
to HKDF-Expand to compute OKM, the output keying material. The value of
info is used to bind the output to context-specific information.

2.4.2 Derive Secret

In a successful handshake, the client and the server establish various keys,
used for different purposes, as well as a so called resumption secret. This
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resumption secret serves as a shared long-term secret, possibly used to de-
rive a PSK in future, resumption-based, handshakes. Among the established
keys are encryption keys, protecting either handshake messages or applica-
tion data, as well as keys used in HMACs to provide authentication and
integrity of the handshake. Since there are various different keys, but only
up to two secrets, TLS uses the HKDF-Expand input info to derive different,
purpose- and context-specific keys from the same input keying material. The
functionality of binding raw entropy secrets to a context and purpose is im-
plemented by the function Derive-Secret, as specified in the draft.

Derive-Secret(Secret, Label, Messages) =

HKDF-Expand(Secret, HkdfLabel, Length)

where HkdfLabel = Length || TLS 1.3, || Label

|| Hash(Messages) + Hash(resumption_context)

This function binds Secret, the first argument, to a context and a pur-
pose. The context is given by the handshake hash, as well as the hash of
the resumption context. The resumption context is only actually used
in PSK modes, and is set to zero otherwise. It represents the context of the
resumed handshake and is derived from the resumption secret established
in the previous, now resumed handshake.

2.4.3 Key Derivation

In a first step, Early Secret is computed by applying HKDF-Extract, with
a salting value of 0, to PSK. Then, together with Early Secret as salting
value, (EC)DHE is used as input to another HKDF-Extract call to compute
Handshake Secret. Following this pattern, Master Secret is then com-
puted as follows:

Master Secret = HKDF-Extract(0, Handshake Secret)

If one of the input secrets is not available, then a value of zero is used
instead. Since these three secrets are not yet bound to the handshake con-
text, Derive-Secret is applied to them, together with different stages of
the handshake hash to compute context-specific secrets, such as, e.g., the
handshake traffic secret. These context-specific secrets are then used
as input to a final HKDF-Expand step, which outputs the corresponding keys.
The uni-directional encryption key, for example, used to encrypt all hand-
shake messages sent by the client, except ClientHello and early data mes-
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sages, is derived as follows:

encKeyc = HKDF-Expand(handshake traffic secret, info, length)

info = length | "TLS 1.3, handshake key expansion, client write key"

handshake traffic secret = Derive-Secret(Handshake Secret,

"handshake traffic secret", ClientHello .. ServerHello)

Handshake Secret = HKDF-Extract(Early Secret, (EC)DHE)

Early Secret = HKDF-Extract(0, PSK)

Figure 1 illustrates how, in the TLS handshake, each key is derived. The
following simplification has been made: The left argument of the
HKDF-Extract blocks represents the input keying material IKM, while the
other input is the salting value salt. The Derive-Secret blocks take as
inputs the handshake hash, a raw entropy secret, and the hash of resumption
context in that order from top to bottom. HKDF-Expand is used to generate
multiple keys from the same secret by varying the info argument. We,
however, omitted this argument as well as the key length argument, so
the only input to HKDF-Expand is the secret. The secrets Early Secret,
Handshake Secret, and Master Secret are the result of iterative calls to
HKDF-Extract on the input secrets and are thus just raw entropy secrets.
The secrets Early Traffic Secret, Handshake Traffic Secret, Traffic
Secret, and Resumption Secret are the result of binding the raw entropy
secrets to a context via the function Derive-Secret as described above.
Finally, the actual keys are then computed by binding the four secrets to
different purposes by calling HKDF-Expand with a suitable info argument.
The key encKey is used to encrypt the handshake messages, macKey is used
to compute MAC tags, while trKey is used to encrypt the application data
sent over the record protocol.
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Figure 1: Key Derivation before abstraction
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3 Tamarin

In this work, we use Tamarin to formally analyze the TLS 1.3 proposal.
Tamarin is a state of the art symbolic verification tool for security protocols.
After a short introduction to Tamarin, we present the underlying formalism
used to represent cryptographic messages and to model protocol execution.
Afterwards we summarize the input language of Tamarin.

3.1 Introduction

Tamarin represents protocol execution as a multiset rewriting system, where
a security protocol is defined by a set of roles, each defined as set of multiset
rewriting rules. These rules specify events of the protocol, such as, e.g., send
and receive events. The adversary is modeled as a Dolev-Yao style message
deduction system, where the message deduction rules are also expressed as
rules in the multiset rewriting system.

Results from theoretical computer science tell us that automated verifi-
cation is undecidable, if we do not bound at least two of the following three
quantities:

� Number of messages

� Number of sessions

� Number of nonces

Tamarin, however, implements a symbolic backwards search which does
not bound any of the three quantities. It is proven sound and complete, but,
because of the possibly infinite number of messages, sessions, and nonces,
may not terminate.

3.2 Formalism

In this section we cover Tamarin’s underlying formalism. First we present
Tamarin’s way of representing cryptographic messages using an equational
theory, then we formalize the labeled multiset rewriting system used to model
protocol execution. Finally, we show how Tamarin specifies security prop-
erties.

3.2.1 Messages

Tamarin models cryptographic messages using an order-sorted term algebra.
It defines the sort msg with the two subsorts fresh, representing freshly
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generated values, and pub, representing publicly known values. The two
subsorts are not comparable. The term algebra is defined over a so-called
signature, which specifies the function symbols used in the definition of terms:

Definition 1 (Signature). A signature Σ is a set of function symbols, each
having an arity n ≥ 0. We call function symbols of arity 0 constants.

We now give an example of the operators used for a model of symmetric
encryption:

Example 3.1. The signature Σex = {senc, sdec} defines the binary func-
tion symbols used for modeling symmetric encryption and decryption.

Together with a set of variables, we can now inductively define the term
algebra, the set of all possible terms over a signature Σ:

Definition 2 (Term Algebra). Let X be a set of variables (disjoint from Σ).
The term algebra over Σ, denoted as TΣ(X ), is the least set such that:

� X ⊆ TΣ(X )

� t1, t2, .., tn ∈ TΣ(X ) and f ∈ Σ with arity n
⇒ f(t1, t2, .., tn) ∈ TΣ(X ).

Note that constants (function symbols with arity 0) are part of the term
algebra. Using a more concrete signature Σmsg, we finally define crypto-
graphic messages of Tamarin in the following way:

Definition 3 (Message). A message is a term in TΣmsg(X ) where the signa-
ture is defined as Σmsg = A ∪ F ∪ Func ∪ {pair, fst, snd}.

� X : set of variables

� A: set of agent names (∈ pub)

� F : set of fresh values (∈ fresh)

� Func: set of user-defined functions (e.g., hashing)

� pair(t1, t2): pairing

� fst: first element of a pair

� snd: second element of a pair

In Tamarin the function symbols for pairing are included in the signature
Σmsg by default. Other functions used by the protocol are elements of Func.
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Example 3.2. Modeling symmetric encryption includes adding the corre-
sponding function symbols to the set of user-defined functions:
senc, sdec ∈ Func. With this definition, the terms
t1 := sdec(senc(x,y), y) and t2 := x are messages in TΣmsg(X ).

Without any further definitions, the algebra defined above is a so-called
free algebra, meaning that each term is interpreted syntactically. That is, t1

and t2 would not be considered the same, as they are syntactically different.
An equational theory is then used to reason about the semantic equivalence
of messages:

Definition 4 (Equational Theory). An equational theory is a set of equa-
tions, where an equation is a pair of terms, t, t’ ∈ TΣ(X ), written as
t=t’.

The equational theory defines an equivalence relation on the terms in
TΣ(X ), and thus partitions the term algebra into equivalence classes. The
resulting quotient algebra TΣ(X )|=E interprets each term t by it’s equivalence
class [t]E.

Example 3.3. The equational theory for pairing consists of the following
equations:

� fst(pair(x,y)) = x

� snd(pair(x,y)) = y

While the term algebra defines the structure of messages in terms of
function symbols, the equational theory then defines the meaning of these
functions. We show how the functions of symmetric encryption schemes are
being related by an equational theory:

Example 3.4. In the equational theory containing the equation
sdec(senc(x,y),y) = x, the messages t1 and t2 (as given in Example 3.2)
would be in the same equivalence class, and thus considered semantically
equivalent.

There is more to Tamarin’s internal representation of cryprographic mes-
sages. Concepts like the unifiablility of terms and the confluence of equational
theories are further discussed by Simon Meier in his dissertation [19], in the
context of Tamarin.
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3.2.2 Execution and State

Tamarin represents protocol execution using a labeled multiset rewriting
system, where state transitions are modeled by multiset rewriting rules. The
states of that transition system are multisets of facts.

Definition 5 (Fact). All arguments of facts are terms in TΣ(X ). Facts
are the elements of the multisets which represent the state of the transition
system.

Facts are, among other things, used to model adversary knowledge and
messages on the network. A special kind of facts are the so-called fresh facts.
They are used to model unique values such as nonces or coin-flips.

Example 3.5. The fact K(x) represents that the adversary knows the term
x. The fact Out(x) means that the term x was sent by a protocol participant,
ready to be learned by the adversary. The fact In(x) indicates that x has
been seen by the adversary and is ready to be received by an agent.

Facts are also used to describe the state of a protocol participant. The
arguments of the so-called state facts can be thought of as the knowledge of
the participant. In this work we use a common notation for the names of
state facts, which is illustrated in the following example:

Example 3.6. The fact St A 3(a, sk) denotes that agent a, executing
the protocol in role A, is in it’s third internal state and knows the key sk.

One fact can be seen as a statement, describing only a small part of the
state, while the whole state is then given by a multiset of such facts.

Definition 6 (Multiset and State). A multiset is a set where elements may
occur more than once (Elements have a multiplicity). We denote operations
on multisets with a # next to the usual set operator. A state is a multiset of
facts, meaning that the same fact may occur multiple times in a state.

The state of a protocol execution consists of four types of facts:

� state facts (e.g., St A 4(a, sk))

� facts denoting adversary knowledge (e.g., K(sk))

� facts representing messages on the network (e.g., Out(sk))

� fresh facts (e.g., Fr(na))
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Example 3.7. A state fact describing two agents executing a protocol, each
in the first state of the corresponding role, could be defined as follows:

Si = [St A 1(a,sk,b), St B 1(b,sk,a), K(sk), Fr(na), K(n)]

Each agent knows the name of the other agent, as well as their shared key
sk. There also is a fresh fact in the state, and the adversary knows sk as
well as the value of a unique nonce n.

Every step in the protocol execution corresponds to a change of the state,
called state transition, and is expressed by a multiset rewriting rule. These
rules have a left-hand side (l), called premise, a right-hand side (r), called
conclusion, and finally a label (a).

Definition 7 (Labeled Multiset Rewriting). A labeled multiset rewriting
rule is a triple l,a,r, each of which is a multiset of facts. We write such a
rule using eiter the short, inline notation l −[a]→ r , or in the form of a
deduction rule:

l1 l2 ... lk
r1 r2 ... rm

a

where l1,l2,...,lk are the facts of the premise, and r1,r2,...,rm are the
facts of the conclusion.

The application of a rule l −[a]→ r to state S can be interpreted as
to remove (“consume”) the facts denoted by l from S, and then adding the
facts denoted by r to the resulting state. Note that this fact replacement
procedure always respects the multiplicity of the facts in the state and in the
multisets of the rules. Consider a state containing a fact with multiplicity
two. A rule with a premise containing that fact only once, will decrease the
multiplicity of the fact in the state by one.

The second part of this transitions, and the meaning of the label a, is the
tracing of so-called events. It is further explained in Section 3.2.3. There
may be facts in the state which are intended to be persistent, e.g., a fact
denoting some adversary knowledge. For this reason Tamarin splits the set
of facts into the set of linear facts, intended to be consumed only once, and
the set of persistent facts. Persistent facts being part of the premise of a rule
are not removed from the state, when the rule is applied.
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Definition 8 (Rule Application). A rule l−[a]→ r is applicable to a state
S, producing a new state S’, if the following conditions holds:

� l ⊆# S

� S’ = (S-#l)∪#r

� l,a,r only contain ground facts (no variables)

Note however that this rule does not cover the semantics of persistent facts.
Persistent facts are not removed from the state and are available repeatedly
in the premise.

Example 3.8. Consider the following rule, which models the event of an
agent in role A sending a fresh nonce:

St A 1(a,key,b) Fr(na)

St A 2(a,key,b,na) Out(senc(na,sk))

An instance of this rule is applicable to the state Si from Example 3.7,
since all the facts of the premise of the instance are contained in Si. The
state that is produced by this rule application is given by:

Si+1 = [St A 2(a,sk,b,na), St B 1(b,sk,a),

Out(senc(na,sk)), K(sk), K(n)]

As mentioned above, fresh facts represent unique values. For this to hold,
they are created using the special rule:

Fr(N)

This rule is the only rule allowed to produce fresh facts, and has no premise.
Each created nonce is from the fresh subsort and thus unique.

Tamarin models the adversary in a Dolev-Yao fashion. Each message
sent over the network can be read, modified and blocked by the adversary,
and new messages might be injected. These capabilities of the adversary
are modeled by adding an indirection to the communication of the protocol
participants: Sending a message, as shown in Example 3.8, means applying
a rule that produces an Out fact. If the rules which model the reception of a
message would directly consume these Out facts, then the adversary would
be bypassed. For that reason, Tamarin requires that Out facts cannot be
consumed by user defined rules. Instead, they first have to be converted to
In facts. This conversion happens by applying the rule isend, followed by a
series of message deduction rules modeling the capabilities of the adversary.
Finally, the rule irecv is instantiated to produce the In fact. These rules, as
defined below, are always part of the multiset rewriting system in Tamarin:
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Out(x)
K(x)

K(x)
In(x)

K(t1),..,K(tn)

K(f(t1,...,tn))

Note that the deduct rule is defined for every function f of the theory.
Tamarin does not allow other rules to have In facts in the conclusion. This
means that the adversary must learn every message sent over the network.
Apart from this exception, In facts are thus only allowed in premises of
rules. Of course the adversary is also capable of blocking messages by simply
not instantiating the irecv rule. Note that the facts modeling the adver-
sary knowledge are always persistent. The following example illustrates the
adversary’s capabilities of tampering with a message in transit:

Example 3.9. An application of an instance of the irecv rule to Si+1 from
Example 3.8 results in the state:

Si+2 = [St A 2(a,sk,b,na), St B 1(b,sk,a),

K(senc(na,sk)), K(sk), K(n)]

The adversary could then directly convert K(senc(na,sk)) to the fact
In(senc(na,sk)) by instantiating the isend rule. Since, however, the ad-
versary knows the secret key sk, it is possible to tamper with the message.
By applying the deduct rule two times, we get to the state:

Si+4 = [St A 2(a,sk,b,na), St B 1(b,sk,a),

K(senc(na,sk)), K(na), K(senc(n, sk)), K(sk), K(n)]

Finally we instantiate the isend rule to produce the state:

Si+5 = [St A 2(a,sk,b,na), St B 1(b,sk,a), In(senc(n,sk)),

K(senc(na,sk)), K(na), K(senc(n, sk)), K(sk), K(n)]

The fact In(senc(n,sk)) is now ready to be consumed by agent b.

An execution of a protocol can be represented by a sequence of states and
the rule instances applied to these states.

Definition 9 (Execution). An execution of a protocol is an alternating se-
quence of states and rule instances:

S0, l1 −[a1]→ r1 , S1, l2 −[a2]→ r2 , ..., Sk

The following has to holds:

� The sequence starts with the initial state S0 = ∅.

� Each rule instance li−[ai]→ ri needs to be applicable to the state Si−1.

� Each state Si (i ≥ 1) must be the resulting state of the application of
the rule li −[ai]→ ri to the state Si−1.
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3.2.3 Traces and Security Properties

Since the execution sequences are very protocol specific, Tamarin instead
reasons about traces:

Definition 10 (Trace). The trace of an execution is defined as the sequence
of the multisets of it’s action labels:

a1, a2, a3, a4, ..., ak

Tamarin uses an event-based protocol property specification. Events are
represented by facts, which, however, differ from the facts contained in the
premise and the conclusion of rules. These so-called action facts are only
contained in the multiset denoted by the label a. They contain information
needed in property specification to reason about the execution of the protocol.

Definition 11 (Action Fact / Event). For a protocol rule l−[a]→ r the mul-
tiset a only contains action facts. They are facts which contain information
needed to reason about the execution of the protocol.

As there may be multiple rule instances applicable to a state, the exe-
cution of a protocol is non-deterministic. Hence a security protocol defines
a set of possible executions, and thus also a set of possible traces. Protocol
properties are formulated in terms of traces. They are specified in first-order
logic and allow to quantify over timepoints and terms. By timepoints we
mean positions in the protocol trace. Using predicates over traces, these
properties also define a set of traces, namely the traces which satisfy this
property. A property is satisfied by a protocol, if the set defined by the pro-
tocol is a subset of the set defined by the property, meaning that there is no
trace where the property does not hold.
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3.3 Input Language

Tamarin pre-defines the signature and equational theory for pairing. It
automatically specifies the intruder message deduction rules for all functions
of the signature, as long as the given equational theory is subterm-convergent
[21]. A specification of a security protocol needs to define the following parts:

Signature and Equational Theory First, one needs to define the signa-
ture and the equational theory. The function symbols are declared after the
keyword functions:. The arity is indicated by a slash followed by the num-
ber of arguments. The equational theory is defined by listing each equation,
separated by a comma, after the keyword equations:.

Example 3.10. The following theory consists of the three functions senc,

sdec, and h. The equation semantically defines the behavior of symmetric
encryption. Note that there is no equation needed for the hash function h.

functions: senc/2, sdec/2, h/1

equations: sdec(senc(m, k), k) = m

Protocol Rules There is no need to explicitly declare the fact symbols,
as they are implicitly declared by the definition of the protocol rules. The
definition of a rule is indicated by the keyword rule followed by the name
of the rule. The three multisets of facts are enclosed in square brackets as
shown in the following example:

Example 3.11. The rule A send nonce from Example 3.8 specified in
Tamarin input language:

[St A 1(a,key,b), Fr(na)]

--[]->

[St A 2(a,key,b,na), Out(senc(na,sk))]

Since no action facts are used, we could also write the rule with the following
syntax:

[St A 1(a,key,b), Fr(na)]

-->

[St A 2(a,key,b,na), Out(senc(na,sk))]

Lemmas and Axioms Lemmas are used to specify the security properties
in question. They are formulated in first-order logic and reason about traces.
Such lemmas consist of predicates about the timepoint of action facts, namely
the position of the facts in the trace of the execution. The exact syntax is
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explained in the Tamarin manual [2]. For our purpose it is enough to
illustrate the syntax with an example:

Example 3.12.
lemma secrecy:

"All A x #i.

Secret(A,x)@i ==>

not (Ex #j. K(x)@j)

| (Ex X #r. Reveal(X)@r & Honest(X)@i)"

The meaning of this lemma is explained in Section 4.9. While lemmas are
specified to check if the protocol satisfies certain security properties, axioms
are used to constrain the set of possible executions of the protocol. Axioms
are thus part of the model. The syntax of axioms is the same, except for the
keyword:

Example 3.13.
axiom inequality:

" All x \#i. InEq(x, x)@i ==> F "

More examples of the input language are present in the subsequent sec-
tions of this work. Especially the parts about our models cover some of the
lemmas used by this analysis.
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4 General Modeling Choices

In this section we are presenting the general choices and features of our mod-
els. This includes everything specified in the Tamarin files, that is not
specific to one mode. We explain our choices for the modeling of crypto-
graphical primitives like signatures, message authentication codes, and key
derivation functions. This section further presents the way, in which our
model abstracts the TLS key derivation. The remaining parts then give an
overview of the general structure of our analysis, and define the security
properties used by this work.

4.1 Public Key Infrastructure

The model of a public key infrastructure must meet the following require-
ments:

As we are assuming a perfect public key infrastructure, every public key
and the corresponding association with an agent name needs to be accessible
by everyone. In our model, given the secret key, it is possible for the ad-
versary, as well as the protocol participants, to compute the corresponding
public key. In practice, however, this would not be possible, since the keys
are generated as pairs. As all the public keys are known by the adversary
anyway, this capability only allows to learn the association between the pub-
lic and private key. In contract, and for obvious reasons, we do not allow the
adversary to learn the secret key given only the public key.

A signature of a term m with the secret key sk can only be generated
by knowing m and sk. The verification of such a signature is possible only
with the associated public key. Since everyone can access all the public
keys, signatures can be verified by everyone. Signatures are not assumed to
hide the term for which they provide authenticity, so given the signature,
it is possible to learn the message. In practice, this is due to the fact that
messages are usually sent alongside the signatures. There are two common
ways of modeling a public key infrastructure in Tamarin.

One approach is to use the built-in module signing, which defines a sig-
nature containing the functions pk, sign, true, and verify, together with
the equational theory given by the sole equation verify(sign(x,k),x,pk(k)

= true. To ensure the validity of a received signature, one adds an action
fact Eq(verify(signature,x,pk), true) to the rule which consumes the
corresponding In-fact. The set of traces described by the theory is then con-
strained by an axiom, which forces Tamarin to only consider traces where
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each signature is valid:

axiom Eq check success: "All x y #i. Eq(x,y)@i ==> x = y"

An alternative way of modeling a public key infrastructure, used by this
work, is to use pattern matching. One defines a signature containing the
functions pk and sign and then models the verification step as illustrated by
the following example:

rule receive signature:

St A i(..,pk(sk),m,..) In(sign(m, sk))

St A i+1(..,pk(sk),m,..)

This rule will only be applicable, if the received signature was signed by the
private key associated with the public key known by the agent in role A. This
does, however, not mean that the agent has access to the private key. By
using pattern matching, it is not necessary to add user-defined equations to
the equational theory. Since, however, the message is not sent alongside the
signature in the TLS handshake, we add a user-defined function extractSig

and the following equation to allow the adversary to learn the underlying
message, given the signature:

extractSig(sign(m, k)) = m

To model the key generation as well as the association of private key and
public key with an agent name, we defined the following rule:

rule register pk:

Fr(sk)
!Ltk(A,sk) !Pk(A,pk(sk)) Out(pk(sk))

While the linear fact !Ltk(A,sk) is used to model the association of the
private key sk with the name A, the fact !Pk(A,pk(sk)) models the associa-
tion with the corresponding public key. To also allow the adversary to learn
the public key, we add the fact Out(pk(sk)) to the rule’s conclusion. As it
is crucial for the adversary to be able to control certain agents, our model
defines the rule:

rule reveal ltk:

!Ltk(A,ltk)

Out(ltk)
Rev(A)
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This rule is used by the adversary to learn the private key of an agent A.
The action fact Rev(A) enables us to reason about the honesty of agents in
an execution. If this rule is instantiated to reveal the secret key of agent
A, then A is said to be controlled by the adversary, and therefore not acting
honestly in this execution. It would of course be trivial for the adversary to,
for example, simply reveal the secret key of the server and then imperson-
ate the server while communicating with the client. We are, however, not
interested in traces where security properties are trivially violated as in the
above example. The properties we want to prove are, with one exception,
under the assumption that the parties involved in the protocol execution are
honest, meaning that their long-term keys were not revealed. The mentioned
exception is the property of perfect forward secrecy, where we consider the
case where the long-term keys may be revealed after the protocol run.

4.2 Digital Certificates

The main reason for our modeling decisions concerning digital certificates is
the assumption that the public key infrastructure is perfect, meaning that
all certificate authorities are trustworthy. We do realize that this assump-
tion is not very realistic, as the past has shown many cases where certain
certificate authorities signed rogue certificates, which allowed adversaries to
impersonate honest agents. With a certificate binding the adversaries public
key to the name of a honest server, it is trivial to break security of the TLS
handshake, as the client will trust in the validity of the certificate. In this
work, however, we are not interested in such attacks, so we only consider
valid certificates, binding a public key only to the name of the agent who
actually possesses the corresponding private key.

The certificates sent by participants of the TLS handshake are modeled
as pairs of a public key and a name. Every rule which models the reception
of such a certificate also contains a fact !Pk(A,pkA) in its premise. This
is to guarantee the validity of each received certificate, as illustrated in the
following example:

rule receive cert:

In(<B, pkB>) !Pk(B,pkB) St A i(.., B,..)

St A i+1(.., B, pkB,..)

A accepts B’s certificate only if it is signed correctly by the public key in-
frastructure as seen in !Pk(B,pkB). So the intruder is not able to inject
fraudulent certificates.
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4.3 Message-Authentication-Codes

A Message Authentication Code (MAC) is a cryptographic primitive used to
protect a message’s integrity as well as its authenticity. Formally a MAC is
defined by the following three algorithms: key generation, signing, and
verifying. Given message m and key k, signing computes a tag t. Then
verifying, for message m, tag t, and key k, outputs the boolean value of the
comparison t = signing(x,k). For a key k, a tag t is said to be valid for a
message m, if verifying(m,k,t) = true does hold. Since we are assuming
perfect cryptography, it is impossible for the adversary to forge a valid tag
for any message, unless he knows the signing key.

Usually the tag computed by the MACs signing function is sent alongside
the message it protects. In this protocol, however, the protected message (the
handshake hash) is known to both the client and the server, so the Finished

message only contains the computed tag but not the handshake hash. In
section 4.1 we did not assume that signatures provide confidentiality, so we
added a user-defined function together with an equation to the equational
theory. This was done to allow the adversary to learn the message being
signed. One could argue similarly for the MAC tag, and add another function
and equation to the theory which allows the extraction of a message from the
Mac tag. Since, however, the current draft of the TLS handshake explicitly
specifies the use of hashed message authentication codes (HMAC [15]), we
do not treat MAC tags in that way. As HMACs are defined by using an
underlying hash function, it can be assumed that there is no way for an
adversary to learn the message, given only the HMAC tag. We therefore
treat HMACs like ordinary keyed hash functions.

4.4 Key Derivation

In Section 2.4 we present how the TLS handshake derives the different keys
from the input secrets. Modeling the key derivation exactly like it is shown
in Figure 1 would be too fine grained for the level of abstraction of this
work. We therefore decide to model this process by having a user-defined
unary function HKDF, without adding any equation to the equational theory.
The behavior of HKDF is thus similar to a standard hash function: Given
HKDF(<x,y,z>) it is not possible to compute any of the inputs, nor is it
possible to compute HKDF(<x,y,z>) without knowing each of the inputs x,
y, and z. We do not include the constant string inputs to HKDF, as they are
publicly known anyway. In the process of modeling the actual key derivation
in a more abstract way, we aim to restrict the model to only use one call of
HKDF per key. The inputs to HKDF correspond to all the relevant values on
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which the resulting key depends. Additionally, all the keys depend on both
the resumption context and the PSK. As described in Section 2.4, whenever
resumption context is not set to zero, PSK is instantiated by the value of
resumption psk. Since the values of resumption context and resumption

psk are both derived from the same secret resumption secret, we do not
consider resumption context a relevant input and thus are omitting it in
the model of the key derivation. One advantage of this decision is the fact
that it effectively reduces the size of the dependency graphs. We further
explain this advantage in Section 4.6.

The encryption key used to protect the handshake messages, as shown
in Section 2.4, depends on the handshake secret, the hash of the resumption
context, and the handshake hash up to ServerHello. The handshake se-
cret in turn is derived from both input secrets PSK and (EC)DHE. As we are
omitting the hash of resumption context, this key is computed as follows:

key = HKDF(<PSK, ECDHE, h(ClientHello .. ServerHello)>)

As one can observe, we do not distinguish the encryption key used by the
client from the one used by the server, even though they would be different in
practice. This is due to the fact that if the adversary would learn the input
secrets, it would be possible to derive both of the keys anyway. Also it would
go beyond the scope of this analysis to consider the reveal of only one uni-
directional key. We will rather, in the context of PFS, look at the reveal of
long-term keys such as PSK or a private key. Note that this assumption is not
restricting the behavior of the adversary at all, and therefore only enhancing
his capabilities. So there are no attacks which are made impossible by this
modeling decision, which means our model is attack-preserving. Figure 2
illustrates the key derivation after our abstraction.

4.5 Handshake Hash

The handshake hash is defined as the hash of all handshake messages, sent
or received, in plain text form, even if they were encrypted on the wire.
An exception to this are the 0-RTT handshake messages like, e.g., Early

Finished. This hash is then used as context value in the derivation of
various keys. The model therefore needs to store the history of messages
from all points-of-view, done by including messages in the state facts of the
roles. We consider three possible ways to achieve this, before selecting one:
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Figure 2: Key Derivation after abstraction
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1. Store all messages as terms in the state facts. The hash could then be
computed when it is needed. The disadvantage of this approach is the in-
creased complexity of rule definitions in the Tamarin input language. State
facts representing role states of the end of the handshake would contain a lot
of terms. This would unnecessarily increase the complexity of the Tamarin
file.

2. For each state fact, only have one term representing all the handshake
messages up to this point. This can be achieved by having a term TS con-
taining all past messages using the pair function. A message would then be
added as shown in the example:

rule receive msg:

In(Msg) St A i(.., TS,..)

St A i+1(.., <TS, Msg>,..)

If TS is constructed that way, and paired with each message in plain text
form, then it will recursively contain all the messages sent or received. The
disadvantage of this approach, and the reason why we choose the third so-
lution, is that the derivation trees shown by Tamarin’s interactive mode
become complex in a sense that it is hard to find out which mode of the TLS
handshake is shown. If we are, for example, checking if our model is correct,
by looking at a trace containing a handshake run, it would be difficult to
check which TLS mode was executed by that handshake, as we would have
to investigate all the contents of TS.

3. Instead of pairing the term TS with the messages directly, we decided
to first wrap the contents of the message with one of several user-defined
functions. The functions are named after the types of handshake messages,
as defined in Section 2.2.1, and there is one function for each type of message.
This is, for example, the unary function CH representing the message type
ClientHello. The following examples show, how messages are added to TS:

rule receive ch:

In(Msg) St A i(.., TS,..)

St A i+1(.., <TS, CH(Msg)>,..)

rule send sh:

St A i+1(.., TS,..)

St A i+2(.., <TS, SH(Msg)>,..) Out(Msg)

With this approach, we still have a compact representation of state facts.
The execution trees, however, are now very informative in the sense that
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one can quickly read the sequence of messages sent and received by this run.
Another advantage of this modeling decision is the ease of the specification of
lemmas which reason about specific modes of the handshake. Together with
the term TS included in certain action facts, it is convenient to use pattern
matching on subterms of TS to prove claims like:

Injective agreement of the serer with the client on term x is satisfied, if
they were running in a mode with client certificates being used.

Since we did not add any equations to the equational theory for these func-
tions to allow the adversary to extract the content of, e.g., CH(<..>), they
basically behave like hash functions. Its use in the model is justified:

Let f be one of the functions representing a message type as described
above. We claim, that whenever any role sends a message m which (recur-
sively) contains a subterm t = f(x) for any x, then there is a subterm t’ =

h(y) of m, such that t is a subterm of t’. This means that whenever f(x)

is sent over the network, it is encapsulated by a hash function, thus making
it inaccessible anyway. This claim’s validity is based on the definitions of
the rules of the theory describing the protocol. Since there is no rule which
does send f(x) without encapsulating it in a hash function, it holds trivially.
The model therefore is equivalent in terms of possible traces with or without
user-defined extract functions.

4.6 Tackling the Problem of rapidly growing Depen-
dency Graphs

The use of the hash over all the messages adds a subtle difficulty to modeling
the TLS handshake in Tamarin. While the value of the running hash over
the handshake has constant length in practice, its representation in Tamarin
grows with each additional message being hashed. This is due to the fact
that Tamarin has to keep track of all the subterms of a message in order to
work correctly. This growth even is increased by the fact that the authen-
tication messages CertificateVerify and Finished contain hashes over
other messages of that same kind. So if, for example, the handshake hash
of a Finished message sent by the server is already long, then the hand-
shake hash of the Finished messages sent later by the client will include
the hash of the server’s Finished message, making it at least twice as long.
The problem gets even worse if a handshake is resumed: The pre-shared key
used by the fresh handshake contains all the messages of the previous hand-
shake. Section 7.2 further talks about this problem in the context of session
resumption.

The longer the representation of a handshake, the harder it gets to analyze
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the output of Tamarin in it’s GUI. The reason for this is that modeling
such a protocol involves the examination of dependency graphs to check for
correctness of the model. If this graphs are to large, then it is not feasible
anymore to recognize which messages are being sent. One of the goals of this
model, therefore, is to keep facts, messages, and especially keys small and
concise.

Removing Redundancies from State Facts In this work we try to keep
the redundancy in the state facts as low as possible. In an earlier version,
for example, we used the following signature of state facts:

St Dh S 10(S, C, MS, encKey, macKey, trKey, TS)

All keys are derived from MS and from different stages of the handshake
hash, meaning that this fact contains a lot of redundant subterms. The
ClientHello message, for example, is contained in every single key.

We decrease the size of the state facts by removing this kind of redun-
dancy. Instead of including every key as term to the state facts, we rather
define these terms on demand, using Tamarin’s let expression. For this
to work, we need to be able to access the different stages of TS, therefore
we split TS into the three terms: TSH, TST, and TSR. Each of these terms
groups together a different part of the handshake messages. TSH represents
the handshake up to ServerHello and is used in the definition of every key.
The term TST then contains the subsequent messages that are used in the
derivation of trKey. Finally, TSR contains the remaining messages, that is
the authentication messages from the server. The full handshake and the
final state facts are then defined using the following structures:

handshake = << TSH, TST>, TSR >

St Dh S 10(S, C, MS, TS, TST, TSR)

The final state facts are now more concise and less redundant. An addi-
tional approach for reducing the size of the overall model is described in the
following paragraph.

Resumption Context In Section 4.4 we decide not to consider resumption
context a relevant input to the function HKDF. The reason for this decision
is that the term resumption context is derived from the same secret as the
resumption psk, and never used in isolation of the resumption psk.This
same resumption context is being signed in the CertificateVerify mes-
sages and HMAC’ed in the Finished messages. The key used for the HMAC
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is partially derived from the resumption psk. Whenever the value of resumption
context is not zero, then the corresponding resumption psk is used. This
allows us to abstract away the value of resumption context in the Finished
messages, using the same argumentation as for the key derivation. This also
holds for it’s appearance in the CertificateVerify message, which is en-
crypted using a key derived from resumption psk. Using these abstractions,
we successfully shortened the resulting dependency graphs, such that it be-
came feasible to read and analyze traces containing a full Diffie-Hellman
handshake.

4.7 General Structure of the Analysis

The handshake can be partitioned into three main modes of operation, each
providing different security guarantees. In a first step, we specify two sepa-
rate models of the handshake, one to analyze the pure Diffie-Hellman mode,
and one to analyze the modes involving pre-shared keys. Sections 5 and 6
summarize the modeling decisions and analyses of those modes. This first
step allows us to analyze each mode in isolation. In a next step we create
one model that aims to capture the full behavior of the TLS handshake,
including features like session resumption and delayed client authentication.
This means that it allows us to analyze the security guarantees of, for exam-
ple, a PSK handshake that uses a key generated by a previous handshake.
Section 7 describes how this model is specified, explains the problems that
were encountered, and summarizes the results of the analysis.

The first goal of this analysis is to, for every mode of the handshake,
determine the security guarantees offered by that mode. Section 4.9 contains
the definitions of security properties. In a second step, we want to analyze the
security guarantees of resumed handshakes, that are possibly being executed
next to handshakes of other modes.

4.8 Notation

This section covers the notation used throughout this analysis. We specify
our naming conventions for the Tamarin state facts, rules, and lemmas.

4.8.1 State Facts

When defining the (syntactical) structure of the state facts, we have to think
ahead: The final model combines all of the three handshake modes into one
theory, which means that there are various different state facts. The names
of those facts thus are important and should be rather precise. We define
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them to contain four underscore-separated parts, while the first part simply
indicates that the fact is a state fact. The remaining parts represent the
handshake mode, the role, and the protocol step. The handshake mode can
either be Dh, Pskonly, Pskdh, or Psk. Psk means that the corresponding
state fact may be each one of the modes that use pre-shared keys. The
reason for this combination is explained in Section 6.

Example 4.1. The state fact of an agent c participating as client in one of
the handshake modes that use pre-shared keys, is then denoted as:

St_Psk_C_1(c, s, psk_id, psk)

This notation is especially useful in the model described in Section 7, as it’s
Tamarin input file contains facts of every possible mode.

4.8.2 Rules

To be consistent, we use almost the same naming scheme for the protocol
rules that describe role events: Four underscore separated parts represent
the handshake mode, the role, the event (send or receive), and the message
type, in that order.

Example 4.2. The name of the rule used to model the reception of the
CertificateVerify message, as sent by the client:

rule dh_server_receive_cvc

Rules which do not model the behavior of roles are not named using any
special notation, such as, e.g., the rule rule reveal_psk.

4.8.3 Lemmas

The names of lemmas also more or less follow this notation. Since, however,
we are not only interested in the mode of the handshake, but also in the way
it is executed, we name lemmas in the following way: While the first part
still represents the mode of the handshake, the parts after that, if present,
describe the execution of the handshake in more detail. Next there is the
usual role name followed by the name of the security property. The last part
also may contain more than one name, e.g., if we want to prove secrecy of
only one specific term, rather than proving secrecy of all claimed terms of
the role.

Example 4.3. The name of the lemma for the property of injective agree-
ment of a client with the server in a Diffie-Hellman handshake that requires
client side authentication is given by:
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lemma dh_cauth_client_injectiveagreement

Note that Section 7 further extends this notation to describe very specific
sub-modes of handshakes that are using session resumption.

4.9 Security Properties and Claim Events

In this section we define the security properties used by this work. The
following formal definitions specify properties in the context of Tamarin’s
execution model. They are each describing a set of traces and are formulated
in terms of certain claim events and other action facts. In this work we use
the definitions of the Tamarin manual [2] and slightly adapt them for our
model. We are mainly interested in two kinds of security properties: secrecy
and authentication. The first part of this section defines and explains the
secrecy properties, while the second part then defines and explains a hierarchy
of increasingly stronger authentication properties. Each property is expressed
from the point of view of one role running a specific handshake mode.

4.9.1 Secrecy Properties

We are presenting the definitions of secrecy and perfect forward secrecy (PFS)
as used by this analysis. In our setting, we not only differentiate between the
secrecy guarantees of the different roles, but also between the guarantees of
the different handshake modes.

Secrecy Secrecy of a term is the property that the adversary does not know
that term. More precisely, secrecy of a term x is satisfied for agent a, if it is
the case that whenever a claims x to be secret (via secrecy claim in the trace),
then either x is not known to the adversary, or one of the communicating
parties was compromised by the adversary. The conventional secrecy claim
is an action fact containing the agent name and the term that is claimed to
be secret. This structure is used to prove secrecy for every claimed term by
a role.

The definitions of the secrecy properties of this work, however, is a slightly
modified version of these secrecy definitions. One difference is that we in-
clude special tags in the secrecy claims, that describe the type of the term.
This tag enables us to selectively prove secrecy of specific terms. This is done
by specifying exclusive secrecy lemmas, which only prove secrecy of certain
types of terms. Because of the complexity of the resulting model and the
runtime of the automated analysis, we need this flexibility to be able to split
proofs into sub-proofs very easily. This, however, is further discussed in Sec-
tion 7. Even though this definition can be used as described above, it still
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can be, and is, used to prove all the secrecy claims made by a role in one
lemma:

lemma mode_role_secrecy:

" All S tag x #i.

Mode_Role_Claim_Secret(S, tag, x)@i

==> (not (Ex #j. K(x)@j)

|(Ex A #j. Rev(A)@j & Honest(A)@i) )"

Note that “Mode” and “Role” need to be instantiated according to the
notation defined in Section 4.8.1. In the same way as we use the tag, we use
the name of the secrecy claims to indicate the handshake mode as well as
the role. This is later used to selectively reason about specific modes of the
handshake.

Perfect Forward Secrecy Perfect forward secrecy (PFS) is a stronger
form of secrecy, meaning that PFS implies secrecy. The difference to secrecy
is that, where the adversary before was not allowed to compromise agents,
he may now compromise them, but only after the secrecy claim has been
made. PFS is satisfied, if it is the case that, even if the adversary learns the
long-term key, he is not able to decrypt past messages.

lemma mode_role_pfs:

" All S tag x #i.

Mode_Role_Claim_Secret(S, tag, x)@i

==> (not (Ex #j. K(x)@j)

|(Ex A #j. Rev(A)@j & j<i & Honest(A)@i) )"

4.9.2 Authentication Properties

The following four definitions define a hierarchy of increasingly stronger au-
thentication properties. This means, e.g., that non-injective agreement im-
plies both weak agreement and aliveness.

The conventional way of analyzing most authentication properties uses
two types of claim events in the following way: At the end of the proto-
col, role S, for example, produces the action fact “Commit(a,b,<’S’,’C’,
t>)”. Role C, on the other hand, will produce the corresponding action fact
“Running(b,a,<’S’,’C’, t>)” as soon as term t is known. Each of the
following properties, except aliveness, then imposes different requirements to
the relationship between those two facts.
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As in the previous section, we use a slightly different definition of those
claims. Since we are not only separately analyzing the properties of each
role, but also the properties of each handshake mode, we decided to add an
additional tag next to the role tags. This tag either is ’DH’, ’PSKONLY’,
’PSKDH’, ’PSK’, or ’PSKED’, depending on the mode. ’PSK’ is used to
indicate both handshake modes involving pre-shared keys.

Aliveness Agent a in role A has aliveness guarantees of another agent b, if
it is the case that whenever a completes a run, apparently with b in role B,
then b has previously been running the protocol.

This property does not require the trace to contain running claims. It,
however, needs the trace to contain an action fact indicating that an agent
has been running the protocol. This is accomplished by the fact Create(b),
which has to be produced in any rule that initiates an agent. The following
definition shows how we define aliveness, e.g., for a server running in Diffie-
Hellman mode, with agent b.

lemma dh_server_aliveness:

"All a b t #i.

Commit(a,b,<’S’,’C’,’DH’, t>)@i

==> ((Ex #j. Create(b)@j)

|(Ex A #j. Rev(A)@j & Honest(A)@i))"

Weak Agreement Agent a in role A has weak agreement with another
agent b if it is the case that whenever a completes a run, apparently with b

in role B, then b has previously been running the protocol, apparently with
a.

The difference to the property of aliveness is the fact that b now is required
to agree on the name of agent a. This means that whenever a trace contains
the fact Commit(a,b,...), then that same trace either contains a matching
fact Running(b,a,...) or one of the participants was compromised. The
following definition, for example, is used to analyze weak agreement of an
agent a, running as client in a Diffie-Hellman handshake, with agent b:

lemma dh_client_weakagreement:

"All a b m #i.

// Only consider claims by dh clients

Commit(a,b,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, m >)@i

==> (Ex ts #j. Running(b,a,ts)@j)

|(Ex X #r. Rev(X)@r & Honest(X)@i)"
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Note that we explicitly require the commit claim to contain the term
<’C’,’S’,’DH’, t>. With this, the definition becomes effective only for the
required mode and role.

Non-injective Agreement Agent a in role A non-injectively agrees with
b in role B on message M if, it is the case that whenever a completes a run,
apparently with b in role B, then b has previously been running the protocol,
apparently with a, and b was acting in role B in his run, and the two principals
agreed on the message M.

The difference between weak agreement and non-injective agreement is
the additionally required agreement on the role of B and the message M.

lemma dh_client_noninjectiveagreement:

"All a b m #i.

// Only consider claims by dh clients

Commit(a,b,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, m >)@i

==> (Ex #j. Running(b,a,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, m >)@j)

|(Ex X #r. Rev(X)@r & Honest(X)@i)"

Note that we include the concrete tag ’DH’ not only to the commit claim,
but also to the running claim. This decision theoretically could have the
effect of introducing a new attack, where the participants agree on everything
but ’DH’. This is desired by our analysis, as we want to know if there is
disagreement on the mode of execution.

Injective Agreement Injective agreement is non-injective agreement where
additionally each run of agent a in role A corresponds to a unique run of agent
b.

lemma dh_client_injectiveagreement:

"All a b t #i.

Commit(a,b,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, t>)@i

==> (Ex #j.

Running(b,a,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, t>)@j

& j < i

& not (Ex a2 b2 mode #i2.

Commit(a2,b2,<’C’,’S’, mode, t>)@i2 &

not (#i2 = #i)))

|(Ex X #r. Rev(X)@r & Honest(X)@i)"
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5 Model and Analysis of the DH Mode

This section describes the model and analysis of the pure Diffie-Hellman
handshake. This mode is used if there is no pre-shared key available be-
tween the communicating parties. It is of special interest, because it acts
as an initial handshake that establishes a resumption secret, used by subse-
quent handshakes to derive a pre-shared key. This means that the security
guarantees of the other handshake modes are closely tied to this mode.

The Diffie-Hellman mode uses public key cryptography together with cer-
tificates to authenticate peers. While server side authentication is always
required, the use pf client side certificates is optional and indicated by the
server with the Certificate Request message. Another “optionality” is the
exceptional flow, where the server sends a HelloRetryRequest message as
reply to the client’s first ClientHello. These two optionalities constitute the
fact that the Diffie-Hellman mode can be viewed as having four sub-modes.

We first present our model, specified as Tamarin security protocol the-
ory, where we discuss the most important modeling decisions and the im-
plementations thereof. At the end of this section we explain and show the
results of the analysis.

5.1 Modeling the DH Mode

Note that the modeling choices that are used in all of our models, e.g., the
functions that wrap handshake messages, are discussed in Section 4. In
this section we only discuss the parts of the model that are specific to the
Diffie-Hellman mode. The implementation of this model is kept as general
as possible, such that we may reuse most of it in the final, combined model.

The overall pattern here is that we specify two roles, the client and the
server, which exchange messages. Each message is sent by a corresponding
send rule, and received by the matching receive rule of the other role. The
first rules applicable to the state are the agent initialization rules. They
create the first state facts and model the facts that the agent participates
in a protocol run. They therefore produce the action fact “Create(a)” for
agent a.
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We show the rule for initializing an agent in the server role:

rule dh init server:

!Ltk(S, ltkS)

St Dh S 1(S, ltkS)
Create(S)

Note that the full model can be seen at [1]. We do not present every rule.
The following subsections each describe one phase of the handshake.

5.1.1 Key Exchange Phase

The key exchange phase consists of the messages ClientHello, ServerHello,
and possibly HelloRetryRequest. As described in Section 2, the hello mes-
sages both contain, next to fields that are not relevant in our context, a fresh
nonce, as well as a Diffie-Hellman half-key. We do not model the fact that
the client may send a list of half-keys, wherefrom the server chooses one.
Thinking ahead, we also include the tag ’dhe’ to indicate the type of the
hello messages.

ClientHello The rule which models the sending event of the ClientHello

is then defined as follows:

rule dh client send ch:

let Msg = < ∼Nc, ’dhe’, ’g’^∼ec > in

St Dh C 1(C, ltkC) Fr(∼Nc) Fr(∼ec)

St Dh C 2(C, $S, ltkC, ∼ec, CH(Msg)) Out(Msg)
InEq(C, $S)

Note that we do not include the name of the client to this message. This
decision is based on, and discussed in Section 5.2.2. The action fact InEq(C,
$S) is produced to exclude traces where C and S are instantiated by the
same agent. The fact CH(Msg) marks the first message in our transcript.
As discussed in Section 4.6, it forms the term TSH. Recall that both roles
add each message to the transcript, meaning that the server will do the
same in the receiving rule. After receiving ClientHello, the server’s state
is represented by the state fact: St Dh S 2(S, C, ltkS, Y, CH(Msg)),
where Y represents the half-key of the client.

Hello Retry Request As the model has to be non-deterministic to cor-
rectly model the optionality of HelloRetryRequest, we specify, for each role,
two rules that are applicable to the second state of that role. We, however,
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only show the rules for the server role, as the rules for the client are defined
accordingly.

rule dh server send hrr:

let Msg = ’hrr’ in

St Dh S 2(S, C, ltkS, Y, CH(m))

St Dh S 2a(S, C, ltkS, <CH(m),HRR(Msg)>) Out(Msg)

Note that the rule dh server send hrr is only applicable to state facts of
the server that only have ClientHello in the transcript. This captures the
fact that only one HelloRetryRequest is allowed. For the intermediate state
St Dh S 2a(S, C, ltkS, TSH) there then is a rule that, on the event of
receiving a second ClientHello, produces the state fact St Dh S 2(S, C,

ltkS, Y, TSH), where TSH = <CH(m1), HRR(m2), CH(m3)>

Server Hello The following rule models the event of sending ServerHello.
It is applicable to the second state fact of the server role:

rule dh server send sh:

let Msg = < ∼Ns, ’dhe’, ’g’^∼es >

MS = Y^∼es in

St Dh S 2(S, C, ltkS, Y, TSH) Fr(∼Ns) Fr(∼es)

St Dh S 3(S, C, ltkS, MS, <TSH,SH(Msg)>) Out(Msg)

TSH either contains only one ClientHello, or the three messages produced
by the HelloRetryRequest flow. This meets our requirement that both
message flows are possible. The rules that model the sending or receiving of
ServerHello are the last rules of the key exchange phase. Therefore they
include the term MS to the third state facts. As this mode does not use pre-
shared keys, MS represented simply by the established Diffie-Hellman key. By
including ServerHello to the transcript, TSH is fully defined and the next
messages will constitute, and be included in the term TST. The encryption key
encKey is, as are all other keys, then defined on demand, using Tamarin’s
let-construct. Recall that this way of modeling is explained in Section 4.6.
Section 4.4 discusses the derivation of keys in our models. This section
therefore does not further explain the key modeling.
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5.1.2 Server Parameters Phase

All messages after the ServerHello are encrypted using the key encKey.
This phase of the handshake consists of only two messages:
EncryptedExtensions and CertificateRequest.

Encrypted Extensions This message does not contain any relevant infor-
mation for our analysis. We, however, decide to stay close to the handshake
and still include it. There is a rule, applicable to the third state fact of the
server, that sends the term ’ee’. The corresponding rule
dh client receive ee then models the reception of this term. EE(Msg)

is included as first term of TST. After this message was sent and received,
the state for the agents are represented by the state facts St Dh S 4(S,

C, ltkS, MS, TSH, TST) and St Dh C 4(C, S, ltkC, MS, TSH, TST).

Certificate Request The second source of non-determinism in the hand-
shake structure is the optionality of client side authentication. The
CertificateRequest message, if sent, is used to require the client to authen-
ticate itself. Our model contains, for each role, two rules that are applicable
to the current state facts. We present the rules of the client role:

rule dh client receive cr:

let Msg = ’cr’

encKey = HKDF(<<MS,’enc’>,h(TSH)>) in

St Dh C 4(C, S, ltkC, MS, TSH, TST) In(sencMsgencKey)

St Dh C 5(C, S, ltkC, MS, TSH, <TST,CR(Msg)>, ’cauth’)

rule dh client skip cr:

St Dh C 4(C, S, ltkC, MS, TSH, TST)

St Dh C 5(C, S, ltkC, MS, TSH, TST, ’no cauth’)

Based on which rule is applied, the resulting state fact either is tagged with
the term ’cauth’ or ’no cauth’. This modeling choice is based on the
fact that the server does authenticate itself first. The tag is used to indicate
whether to send the client side authentication messages or not,after the server
authentication messages.

5.1.3 Authentication Phase

The authentication phase can be partitioned into two blocks of messages, one
for the server and one for the client. In the Diffie-Hellman mode the server
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will always send the full authentication block, as there is no pre-shared key
to alternatively authenticate the server.

Server Authentication Block Recall that our model assumes a perfect
public key infrastructure, where certificates are modeled as pairs of a name
and a public key. We present, for the client role, the rule for receiving the
certificate of the server:

rule dh client receive cts:

let Msg = < S, pkltkS >

encKey = HKDF(<<MS,’enc’>,h(TSH)>) in

St Dh C 5(C, S, ltkC, MS, TSH, TST, cr) In(sencMsgencKey) !Pk(S, pkltkS)

St Dh C 6(C, S, ltkC, pktlkS, MS, TSH, <TST,CTS(Msg)>, cr)

This rule is only applicable if the certificate is generated by the rules model-
ing the public key infrastructure, since the premise contains the fact !Pk(S,
pkltkS). The server then, after sending it’s certificate, sends
CertificateVerify using the following rule:

rule dh server send cvs:

let Msg = sign(h(<TSH,TST>),ltkS)

encKey = HKDF(<<MS,’enc’>,h(TSH)>) in

St Dh S 6(S, C, ltkS, MS, TSH, TST, cr)

St Dh S 7(S, C, MS, TSH, <TST,CVS(Msg)>, cr) Out(sencMsgencKey)

Reception and especially verification of this message is modeled using the
pattern matching approach explained in Section 4.1.

The last message of that block, Server Finished, is modeled in the same
fashion. The server encrypts and sends out Msg = HMAC(h(<TSH,TST>),

macKey). Note that the hash from this message is different than the hash that
was signed in Server CertificateVeriy. In fact, the term TST actually con-
tains the whole signature. After the client received this message, the states
of the agents are represented by the state facts St Dh S 8(S, C, MS, TSH,

TST, cr) and St Dh C 8(C, S, ltkC, MS, TSH, TST, cr). At this point,
the term TST is complete, meaning that the traffic key trKey is already
known. The remaining messages will constitute the term TSR, used to com-
pute the resumption secret.

Client Authentication Block For the case that CertificateRequest

was not received by the client, there is a rule, for both roles, which is used to
skip the messages Client Certificate and Client CertificateVerify.
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It is applicable only to state facts that are tagged with the term ’no cauth’.

rule dh client skip cauth:

St Dh C 8(C, S, ltkC, MS, TSH, TST, ’no cauth’)

St Dh C 10(C, S, MS, TSH, TST, ’no cauth’)

The term ’no cauth’ in the conclusion is used as first value of TSR. The
reason for this is, that the rules modeling Client Finished are expecting a
value for TSR in the state facts of their premises. If CertificateRequest was
sent, then the rules dh client send ctc and dh server receive ctc

are applicable. They are defined in the same manner as the rules for the
server authentication and are not shown here. The last rules of this phase
are then applicable to state facts produced either by the skip rules, or by the
rules that are modeling Client CertificateVerify. We present the rule
that models the event of a server receiving the Client Finished:

rule dh server receive fic:

let macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’>, h(TSH) >)

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’enc’>, h(TSH) >)

Msg = HMAC(h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>), macKey) in

St Dh S 10(S, C, MS, TSH, TST, TSR) In(sencMsgencKey)

St Dh S 11(S, C, MS, TSH, TST, <TSR,FIC(Msg)>)

5.1.4 New Session Ticket

The last message we are considering is sent during the post handshake phase.
NewSessionTicket contains the value of a label, that can be used as psk id

in future handshakes. The model and analysis of this handshake resumption
is discussed in Section 7. In this model, however, we are only interested in
the security properties of resSec. We therefore include this post handshake
message, as it is crucial for the agreement properties satisfied by resSec. As
post handshake message, it is encrypted under the key trKey. We show the
rule of sending the NewSessionTicket message:

rule dh s send nst:

let trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’tr’>, h(<TSH,TST>) >)

resSec = HKDF(<< MS, ’res’>, h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) >)

Msg = label in

St Dh S 11(C, S, MS, TSH, TST, TSR) Fr( label)

Out(sencMsgtrKey)
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5.1.5 Executability and Mode Specific Lemmas

In this section we are using the technique of specifying executability lemmas
to check if our model behaves as expected. We expect the model to allow for
handshakes of all four sub modes, so we specify four different lemmas. Each
lemma describes the property that there exists a trace, defined by the model,
that contains a full handshake of the corresponding sub mode, without the ad-
versary compromising any agent. We present two of the four lemmas, one for
a handshake with client side authentication, but no HelloRetryRequest mes-
sage, and one without client authentication, but with HelloRetryRequest:

Lemma 1 (dh nhrr cauth executable). exists-trace
"Ex TSH m1 m2 TSR tail #i.

Dh_Server_Ts(TSH, TSR)@i &

TSH = <CH(m1),SH(m2)> &

TSR = <’no_cauth’, tail > &

not (Ex C #j. Rev(C)@j)"

Lemma 2 (dh hrr ncauth executable). exists-trace
"Ex TSH TSR tail #i.

Dh_Server_Ts(TSH, TSR)@i &

not (Ex m1 m2. TSH = <CH(m1),SH(m2)>) &

TSR = <’no_cauth’, tail > &

not (Ex C #j. Rev(C)@j)"

We restrict the traces to one specific sub mode by using action facts of the
form Dh Role Ts(TSH, TSR). Whenever a role defines a rule that produces
a claim action fact, then that rule also produces Dh Role Ts(TSH, TSR). As
those claims are then made at the same time, we can access the relevant parts
of the handshake inside the definition of lemmas. If the term TSH contains no
HRR, then the handshake of the claim did not involve any HelloRetryRequest

message. If the term TSH starts with the tag ’no cauth’, then client side
authentication was not required in the handshake.

The automatic verification was successful for all four lemmas. This does
not prove the correctness of our model, however, it gives us confidence about
it. Looking at the output, the executions do make sense. Figure 3 shows the
Tamarin output dependency graph that proves lemma
dh nhrr ncauth executable. Note that this is in fact the shortest trace.

5.2 Analyzing the DH Mode

The goal of this analysis is to check property satisfaction for all of the four
different ways of executing the handshake. The properties we are using are
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Figure 3: dh nhrr ncauth executable
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defined in Section 4.9. They can be grouped into agreement and secrecy
properties. We test each sub mode for the satisfaction of each property. For
efficiency, we use the fact that both groups of properties define a hierarchy of
increasingly stronger guarantees. If we prove a lemma for the whole model,
then we can conclude that every mode satisfies it. If, however, that lemma
does not hold, then we may define lemmas that are more specific, i.e., lemmas
for handshakes with and without client side authentication.

Our technique in specifying lemmas can be summarized as follows: We
start by using the general definition of the property for the Diffie-Hellman
mode and the corresponding role. These general definitions are explained in
Section 4.9. As each of the properties has the form of an implication, we
can constrain the lemma to a specific sub mode by adding restrictions to the
premise. For this, we first add the constraint Dh Role Ts(TSH, TSR)@i to
the premise. Note that i corresponds to i in the general definition, while
the terms TSR and TSH need to be additionally bound to an all-quantor. For
this analysis we are only partitioning the set of traces in two sub modes,
one with and one without client side authentication. The fact that we are
not considering the additional partition induced by the HelloRetryRequest

optionality does not affect the soundness of our analysis. It rather only
decreases it’s precision in the sense that if we find an attack on, e.g., the mode
without client side authentication, then it might theoretically be the case
that this attack would only apply to handshakes with HelloRetryRequest

being sent. We, thus, only further consider the partitions induced by the
HelloRetryRequest optionality, if we find an attack that specifically seems
to exploit the structure of this exceptional flow. The restrictions used to
define sub-mode specific lemmas then are defined as follows:

If we constrain a lemma to only consider handshakes with client side
authentication, then we add the restriction
not(Ex tail. TSR = <’no_cauth’, tail>) as conjunction to its premise.
If we are interested in handshakes without client side authentication, then
we add the restriction TSR = <’no_cauth’, tail> as conjunction to the
premise, and bind the variable tail to the all-quantor. Section 4.8 defines
our naming scheme, such that the definition of each lemma is indicated by
the name. The lemma used to prove PFS for the server running in DH mode
with client side authentication, would be specified in the following way:
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lemma dh_cauth_server_pfs:

"All S tag x TSH TSR #i.(

Dh_Server_Claim_Secret(S, tag, x)@i &

Dh_Server_Ts(TSH, TSR)@i &

// only cauth traces

not (Ex tail. TSR = <’no_cauth’, tail >))

==> (not (Ex #j. K(x)@j)

| (Ex A #j. Rev(A)@j & j<i & Honest(A)@i))"

5.2.1 Secrecy

Referring to Section 4.9, in this mode all secrecy claims have the following
form: Dh Role Claim Secret(agent, termtag, term), where termtag

either is ’encKey’, ’macKey’, ’trKey’, or ’resSec’.

Server We add secrecy claims for encKey, macKey, and trKey to the rule
dh server receive fic. The secrecy claim for resSec is added to the
rule dh server send nst, as it is used only after the NST message.

Next, we specify the following lemmas:

× dh server secrecy, overall secrecy

× dh ncauth server secrecy, secrecy of the anonymous mode

X dh cauth server pfs, PFS of the authenticated mode

Tamarin found counter examples for the first two properties, where the
attacker simply runs the protocol as anonymous client to learn the keys. The
last lemma was proven to hold. We conclude that secrecy, and thus also PFS,
from the point of view of the server fails in anonymous handshake mode (no
client side authentication). In the authenticated mode, on the other hand,
even PFS, and thus also secrecy, is satisfied.

The analysis has proven that handshakes with client side authentication
are satisfying secrecy and PFS, independent on whether or not
HelloRetryRequest was sent. For handshakes not using client authentica-
tion, however, the analysis found attacks that violate secrecy. It is thus true
that, in general, handshakes with no client authentication are not satisfying
secrecy. It may, however, theoretically be the case that secrecy is still sat-
isfied by a more specific sub mode such as, e.g., handshakes without client
authentication where HelloRetryRequest was sent. As this is most likely
not the case thought, we do not further investigate secrecy depending on
whether or not HelloRetryRequest was sent.
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Client We specify the lemma dh client pfs, which is proven correct by
Tamarin. This means that the analysis of client side secrecy is done. We
conclude that PFS, and thus also secrecy, for the client is satisfied by every
single sub-mode of this handshake mode.

5.2.2 Agreement

Using the notation defined in Section 4.9, claim facts in this mode have the
following structure. We present the commit claim and the running claim
made by agent a running as client, presumably with agent b running as
server:

Commit(a, b, < ’C’,’S’,’DH’, t>)

Running(a, b, < ’S’,’C’,’DH’, t>)

Server For this part of the analysis we defined the following lemmas:

× dh server aliveness

× dh ncauth server aliveness

X dh cauth server injectiveagreement

Again, the first two lemmas are proven wrong by Tamarin, by showing
the same attack as above. If client side authentication is used, then the server
even has injective agreement with the client on every key.

Client To analyze the agreement guarantees of the client, we first specify
dh client injectiveagreement, assuming that it would hold. Tamarin,
however, finds an attack where the client and the server disagree on the name
of the client. This is due to the fact, that in anonymous modes, the client
never sends his name. One solution to this problem is to include the agent
name of the client in the ClientHello. This name would then be included
in the handshake hash, leading to injective agreement. We do not use this
solution, as the draft does not specify this inclusion. Note that using the
ip address as name would only solve the problem, if that ip address would
somehow be included in the hash.

We decide that the agreement properties for the client, as they are de-
fined, do not make much sense in the context of anonymous clients. For
this to show, we specify the lemma dh client weakagreement and find
the same disagreement as above. Because of that, we define the properties
of anonymous agreement as follows:
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lemma dh_client_anonymous_weakagreement:

"All a b m #i.

Commit(a,b,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, m >)@i

// allow disagreement on client name as it is anonymous

==> (Ex c ts #j. Running(b,c,ts)@j)

|(Ex X #r. Rev(X)@r & Honest(X)@i)"

Note how dh_client_anonymous_weakagreement degenerates to
dh_client_aliveness by our relaxations on the properties.

lemma dh_client_anonymous_injectiveagreement:

"All a b t #i.(

Commit(a,b,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, t>)@i &

==> (Ex c #j.

Running(b,c,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, t>)@j &

j < i &

not (Ex a2 b2 mode #i2.

Commit(a2,b2,<’C’,’S’, mode, t>)@i2 &

not (#i2 = #i)))

|(Ex X #r. Rev(X)@r & Honest(X)@i)"

The only difference to their corresponding non-anonymous lemma is that
they do not require the agent b to have been running apparently with a. This
means that it is fine if agent b does not know the agent name of a.

Using these properties, we check for satisfaction of the following lemmas:

X dh client anonymous weakagreement

X dh client anonymous injectiveagreement

X dh cauth client injectiveagreement

The first two lemmas are proven correct by Tamarin. This guaran-
tees the anonymous client that the server injectively agrees on the values of
encKey, macKey, trKey, and resSec with somebody. As these secret values
are derived from the Diffie-Hellman secret and both nonces, the client may
be seen as identified by that specific handshake run.

If the commit claim
Commit(C,S,<’C’,’S’,’DH’, < macKey, encKey, trKey > >) is made in
the rule that models the sending of Client Finished, then
dh cauth client injectiveagreement is proven to be violated. This
is due to the fact that the client, at this stage of the protocol, has no
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assurance that the server actually received it’s certificate, and hence it’s
identification. The clients claim is only satisfied after receiving a mes-
sage from the server encrypted with trKey, as that value is partially de-
rived from Client Certificate. Therefore, in our analysis, we defined the
rule dh client receive nst to include the mentioned claim. With this,
dh cauth client injectiveagreement is proven correct.

5.3 Results of Isolated DH Mode Analysis

The following tables summarizes the results of our analysis. The column
dh ncauth represents the DH mode, where no client side authentication is
done, while the column dh cauth represents the DH mode where client side
authentication is done. Each line represents one security property from the
point of view of a specific role.

dh ncauth dh cauth

Secrecy for Server × X
PFS for Server × X

Secrecy for Client X X
PFS for Client X X

Aliveness for Server × X
Weak Agreement for Server × X

Non-injective Agreement for Server × X
Injective Agreement for Server × X

Aliveness for Client X X
Weak Agreement for Client × X

Non-injective Agreement for Client × X
Injective Agreement for Client × X

Anonymous Weak Agreement for Client X X
Anonymous Non-injective Agreement for Client X X

Anonymous Injective Agreement for Client X X
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6 Model and Analysis of the PSK Modes

This section summarizes the results of the analysis of the PSK mode hand-
shakes. We are modeling the two modes with only one theory, because they
only differ in the key exchange phase. In this model, we analyze these hand-
shakes in isolation from the pure Diffie-Hellman mode. We are modeling
the pre-shared keys as freshly generated nonces that are secret and injec-
tively agreed on. Section 7, on the other hand, analyzes the properties of
handshakes, where the PSK is the result of a previous handshake.

The draft states that the server does not need to authenticate itself in
PSK modes, since the PSK already authenticates the server. This makes
sense, as the server must authenticate itself in the DH mode. As the draft
explicitly states this only for the server, we assume that it is possible for
the client to authenticate itself in PSK modes. It is, however, not clearly
specified. As in this section we analyze these modes in isolation from the
DH mode, the pre-shared keys can be seen as keys that are generated out
of band. In this setting it makes sense to assume that these pre-shared keys
authenticate both parties. Our model, however, will include delayed client
authentication in PSK modes.

This is due to the fact that we aim to include this feature in the final
model, described in Section 7. The dependency graphs of that model, how-
ever, are not readable, so it is not feasible to do sanity checks on that model.
By including this feature to the smaller model of this section, we can verify
that the corresponding rules are defined appropriately, and then define them
in a similar fashion in the final model.

The use of a pre-shared key allows the client to send 0-RTT data in the
first flight. These messages are not included in the handshake hash and can be
seen as a separate part from the handshake. We are, in a first step, modeling
the PSK modes without the option for 0-RTT data. Then we extend the
model, as well as the analysis, to this kind of data. This part is covered by
the last part of this section.

6.1 Modeling the PSK Modes

This section discusses the process of modeling the PSK modes in Tamarin.
In contrast to Section 5, the description of the model in this section is kept
on a more abstract level. We rather describe the rules on a high-level, than
presenting the actual rules for every message. This is due to the fact that
there is no new type of message defined in these handshake modes, that is
not also part of the Diffie-Hellman handshake. This model uses the naming
scheme defined in Section 4.8.1.
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Key Infrastructure Even though client side authentication is supported
in the PSK modes, the main source of authenticity are the symmetric pre-
shared keys. A pre-shared key is represented using the persistent fact
!Psk($S, $C, ∼psk_id, ∼psk). The rule for establishing such facts en-
sures that the terms psk and psk id are unique, and that the adversary
cannot directly learn the psk without producing the corresponding action
fact indicating the reveal:

rule register_psk:

[Fr(∼psk), Fr(∼psk_id)]

-->

[!Psk($S, $C, ∼psk_id, ∼psk)]

rule reveal_psk:

[!Psk(S, C, psk_id, psk)]

--[Rev(S), Rev(C)]->

[Out(psk)]

Key Exchange Phase This part of the model defines the rules for
ClientHello and ServerHello for both the pure PSK mode, and the PSKDH
mode separately. In fact, this is the only phase of the model, where we define
separate rules for each mode. Adapting to the model of the Diffie-Hellman
mode, we define the messages exchanged in this phase to include tags that
indicate the mode. The messages of the pure PSK mode contain, next to a
nonce, the term psk id used to identify the corresponding psk:

ClientHello = < ∼Nc, ’pskid’, psk_id >

ServerHello = < ∼Ns, ’pskid’, psk_id >

The messages of the PSKDH mode additionally contain Diffie-Hellman
half keys:

ClientHello = < ∼Nc, ’pskdhe’, psk_id, ’g’^∼ec >

ServerHello = < ∼Ns, ’pskdhe’, psk_id, ’g’^∼es >

For each message of this phase, there is, per mode and role, one rule mod-
eling either the sending or the receiving of that message. So there is, e.g., the
rule pskonly client send ch and pskdh client send ch. The mes-
sages are, after being wrapped with the corresponding function, collected in
the term TSH. After this phase of the handshake, TSH is fully defined and
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the keys encKey and macKey are available to the roles. Depending on the
mode of the handshake, the keys are derived from different sources: While
in the pure PSK mode, MS is set to the value of psk, in the PSK mode that
uses a Diffie-Hellman key exchange, MS is derived from both input secrets.
Section 4.4 further explains the model of the key derivation.

The rules modeling ServerHello are producing state facts of the form
St_Psk_S_3(S, C, MS, TSH, mode). As the two modes only differ in the
key exchange phase, subsequent state facts represent the state of either mode.
The term mode is used to indicate the mode (’PSKONLY’ or ’PSKDH’) of
the handshake, and later to define mode specific lemmas. Rules modeling
subsequent messages are therefore also defined for either mode, as the term
mode can be kept abstract during the rewriting of multisets..

Server Parameter Phase This phase, as in the DH mode, only contains
the messages EncryptedExtensions and
CertificateRequest. These messages, after being encrypted with encKey,
are sent by the server and received by the client. They form the first mes-
sages of the term TST. As client authentication is optional, we again define
the rules rule psk_server_skip_cr and rule psk_client_skip_cr to al-
low for traces where CertificateRequest is not being sent. Similar to the
corresponding rules of the DH mode, these rules add the tag ’no_cauth’ to
the state facts. The rules for CertificateRequest, on the other hand, tag
the state facts with ’cauth’. Both pairs of rules are applicable to the same
state facts and lead to state facts that only differ in the content of the tag,
and the handshake transcript.

Authentication Phase and NST In this phase, the server only sends
the message Server Finished, which is defined as:

Msg = HMAC(h(<TSH,TST>), macKey)

This is the last message that is included to the term TST. Next, depending
on the tag of the state facts, one of two rule sets is applicable: If the tag indi-
cates client authentication, then the rules that model the sending and receiv-
ing of Client Certificate and Client CertificateVerify become ap-
plicable. Otherwise, psk_client_skip_cauth and psk_server_skip_cauth

are applied to directly produce state facts that are, like the ones produced by
the other rule set, consumable by the rules for Client Finished. Since CTC

and CVS are the first values of the term TSR, the skip rules add ’no_cauth’ as
first value to TSR. This is done, like in the model of the DH mode, because the
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rules psk_client_send_fic and psk_server_receive_fic “expect” TSR to
be part of the state facts. Even though the tag indicating client authentica-
tion is not used anymore after the case split on the state facts, we do keep it
in the state facts, as it is later used for sub-mode selection in the definition
of lemmas. The last message, NewSessionTicket, is modeled exactly like in
Section 5

Executability To check if the model is able to execute valid protocol
traces, we define the fact Psk_Role_Mode(mode, tag), that is used to export
the terms mode, instantiated by ’PSKDH’ or ’PSKONLY’, and tag, instantiated
by ’cauth’ or ’no_cauth’ to the trace. Then we specify four executability
lemmas, one for each combination of these terms. We show the definition of
the lemma pskonly cauth executable, that is satisfied by handshakes in
pure PSK mode with client authentication:

lemma pskonly_cauth_executable:

exists-trace

"Ex #i. Psk_Client_Mode(’PSKONLY’, ’cauth’)@i &

not (Ex C #j. Rev(C)@j)"

How exactly we use these action facts to reason about the mode is ex-
plained in the next section. Using Tamarin, we found acceptable traces for
all lemmas.

6.2 Analyzing the PSK Modes

For this analysis, we are again considering the properties of secrecy and
agreement as defined in Section 4.9. The naming of the lemmas of this
analysis is according to Section 4.8. This model has four modes of execution,
as described above. For reasoning about a specific mode, we are using the
action fact Psk_Role_Mode(mode, tag), e.g., instantiated by the server with
Psk_Server_Mode(mode, tag). Note that the name of these facts actually
contains the word Mode. It is not substituted by the name of the mode.
These action facts are produced whenever a rule produces a claim for secrecy
or agreement. Using a similar pattern as in the analysis of the DH mode, we
add the predicate Psk_Role_Mode(mode, tag)@i in conjunction to the left
hand side of the lemma.
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6.2.1 Secrecy

We are interested in the secrecy properties of the terms encKey, macKey,
trKey, and resSec. Therefore we include action facts of the form
Psk_Role_Claim_Secret(agent, term-tag, term) to definitions of the cor-
responding rules, where term-tag describes the type of the term.

We defined the following properties for the analysis of client and server
secrecy. Note that we do not define lemmas specific to whether or not client
authentication is being made.

X psk server secrecy

× pskonly server pfs

X pskdh server pfs

X psk client secrecy

× pskonly client pfs

X pskdh client pfs

We present the definition of the lemma pskonly client pfs to illus-
trate the mode selection:

lemma pskonly_client_pfs:

" All S tag x cr #i.(

Psk_Client_Claim_Secret(S, tag, x)@i &

Psk_Client_Mode(’PSKONLY’, cr)@i)

==> (not (Ex #j. K(x)@j)

|(Ex A #j. Rev(A)@j & j<i & Honest(A)@i) ) "

Tamarin found counter examples on pskonly server pfs and
pskonly client pfs. As the keys of the pure PSK mode are not derived
from ephemeral secrets, but only from the value of psk, the adversary can
simply derive all the keys after learning the value of psk. The analysis
successfully proved the remaining four lemmas, meaning that secrecy on the
keys is satisfied in every sub-mode. The PSKDH mode even guarantees PFS
for both roles. These property, of course, only hold under the assumption
that the value of psk is secret and injectively agreed on by both parties.
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6.2.2 Agreement

In this part of the analysis, we are interested in the agreement properties
of each role on the terms encKey, macKey, trKey, and resSec. To check
this, we add action facts of the following form to the corresponding rules, as
explained in Section 4.9.2.

Commit(a,b,<’S’,’C’,’PSK’, t>)

Running(b,a,<’S’,’C’,’PSK’, t>)

For this analysis, we only define the two following lemmas:

X psk server injectiveagreement

X psk client injectiveagreement

Both of them are verified by Tamarin. As the property of injective
agreement is the strongest authentication property, we conclude that the
PSK modes all satisfy every agreement property defined in this work. We
can combine the lemmas and say that the PSK modes satisfy mutual in-
jective agreement on the keys, if the pre-shared key is secret and provides
authentication.
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6.3 Results of Isolated PSK Modes Analysis

In this analysis we assume that the pre-shared key authenticates both peers.
We do therefore not further split the modes based on whether or not delayed
client side authentication is done. This behavior is covered in our analysis
about session resumption. The column pskonly represents the PSK mode,
where no Diffie-Hellman key exchange is done, while the column pskdh rep-
resents the PSK mode combined with the ephemeral Diffie-Hellman secret to
gain PFS.

pskonly pskdh

Secrecy for Server X X
PFS for Server × X

Secrecy for Client X X
PFS for Client × X

Aliveness for Server X X
Weak Agreement for Server X X

Non-injective Agreement for Server X X
Injective Agreement for Server X X

Aliveness for Client X X
Weak Agreement for Client X X

Non-injective Agreement for Client X X
Injective Agreement for Client X X

6.4 Model and Analysis of 0-RTT Data

Section 2.2.7 describes the messages sent during the 0-RTT phase. None of
these messages are included to the handshake hash and after the server re-
ceived the end of early data alert, the handshake is continued normally.
The use of 0-RTT data can be indicated in both PSK modes. Since, however,
this data is sent at a point where no Diffie-Hellman key is established yet,
we are modeling it only for one mode, the pure PSK mode. The properties
we want to show are secrecy and agreement on the keys used to protect the
early messages.

Model We are not modeling the first message, Early EncryptedExtensions,
since it is not relevant for our properties. The end of early data alert is
also not modeled, as it is solely used for synchronization. We are also not
modeling the actual early data, since it’s security guarantees are bound to
the guarantees of the key used to protect it. The general pattern here is
that there is a set of rules defining an alternative key exchange phase. In
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Section 4.4 we defined the early keys as follows:

earlyEncKey = HKDF(<psk,’enc’>, h(CH(..)))

earlyMacKey = HKDF(<psk,’mac’>, h(CH(..)))

earlyTrKey = HKDF(<psk,’tr’>, h(CH(..)))

We extend the model with rules to send and receive ClientHello mes-
sages that are tagged with ’pskided’ (short for pre-shared key identity and
early data). These rules consume state facts of the form St_Psk_Role_1(..)

and produce the facts St_Pskonly_Ed_Role_1(..), for each role. The
ClientHello for this case is defined as:

ClientHello = < ~Nc, ’pskided’, psk_id >

Then there are the rules modeling the Early Finished, which are appli-
cable to the state facts described above. They model the sending and receiv-
ing of Msg = HMAC(h(CH(..)), earlyMacKey) encrypted using earlyEncKey.

The state facts St_Pskonly_Ed_Role\_2(..) are produced by the rules
modeling the Early Finished. They are consumed by rules that model
the sending and receiving of the ServerHello. The last rule defined here
models the reception the EncryptedExtensions. We use this for the client
to produce the claims for the security properties. If the claims would be
made earlier, e.g., in the rule that receives ServerHello, then the client
would have no agreement guarantees yet.

Analysis Even though 0-RTT messages are considered being part of the
PSK modes, we, in our security analysis, consider them separately. This
means, for example, that we use secrecy claims of the form
Psk_Ed_Role_Claim_Secret(agent, term-tag, term), such that they can
be distinguished by their name, from claims made by roles running in one of
the psk modes. We specified the following security properties:

× psked client pfs

X psked client secrecy

× psked server pfs

X psked server secrecy

X psked client injectiveagreement

× psked server injectiveagreement

X psked server non injectiveagreement
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Tamarin found counter examples on both PFS lemmas, as well as a
replay attack on injective agreement of the server with the client. The reason
therefore is, that these early keays are derived solely from the static pre-
shared key, at a point where no message from the server was received by the
client. This means that the server has no freshness guarantees about this
data. The client, on the other hand, has freshness guarantees because of the
nonce in the ClientHello. That is the reason why
psked client injectiveagreement is proven. Even though the server has
no replay protection, he does non-injectively agrees with the client on the
early keys. This is proven by psked server non injectiveagreement.
Both secrecy lemmas are satisfied as well, meaning that the early data is not
known to the adversary, if both peers are honest.

Results of Isolated 0-RTT Data Analysis We separately analyzed the
properties of 0-RTT data. The column psked represents early data of the
PSK modes.

psked

Secrecy for Server X
PFS for Server ×

Secrecy for Client X
PFS for Client ×

Aliveness for Client X
Weak Agreement for Client X

Non-injective Agreement for Client X
Injective Agreement for Client X

Aliveness for Server X
Weak Agreement for Server X

Non-injective Agreement for Server X
Injective Agreement for Server ×
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7 Model and Analysis of Session Resumption

In the last part of the analysis, we are combining the model of the Diffie-
Hellman handshake with the model of the two handshake modes involving
pre-shared keys. As we already have analyzed each mode in isolation, we
are now interested in the security guarantees of handshakes that, using ses-
sion resumption, instantiate the pre-shared key with the resumption secret

generated by a previous handshake. In the process of modeling, we encounter
several problems. They are summarized in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 describes
the automated analysis of the combined model.

Notation of Sub-Modes Extending the notation defined in Section 4.8.3,
we define an abbreviated notation to denote individual sub-modes of the
subsequent handshake.

We define the base name psk_dh, to describe every sub-mode covered by
our model. It names a handshake running in a PSK mode, that uses the pre-
shared key established by an initial DH handshake. We may write pskdh_dh

or pskonly_dh to constrain the mode of the subsequent handshake to only
one of the PSK modes, PSKONLY or PSKDH. More specific names may
include ca or nc to describe whether or not client authentication is being
made in either the initial or the subsequent mode. So pskonly_ca_dh_nc,
for example, describes a handshake with delayed client authentication and
without a Diffie-Hellman exchange. We include hrr and nhr to the right of
the dh part to indicate whether or not HelloRetryRequest is part of the
initial handshake. Finally, we add ed or ned in between a pskonly part and
a dh part, to indicate or explicitly exclude the use of 0-RTT data.

7.1 Model

Due to the fact that the models from Sections 5 and 6 were specified using
the same notation and general structure, we are now able to combine the
models in a convenient way. As most modeling choices are similar to those
of previous sections, we only present the overall structure of the model.

Public Key Infrastructure The theory does, on purpose, not define any
rule for directly generating a pre-shared key. Allowing this would result
in handshakes that were already analyzed in Section 6. Instead, we want
each PSK handshake to resume another, previously executed handshake.
This means that only handshakes of the pure Diffie-Hellman mode, using
certificate(s) for authentication, are able to be the initial handshake. We
therefore only define the rules for generating asymmetric key pairs. The
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model however does define rules for revealing pre-shared keys, even though
there is no rule for generating them. This is due to the fact that we are
interested in the PFS property of the subsequent handshakes, and thus need
to consider the reveal of PSKs. These rules are further described after the
next paragraph.

Initial Handshake The first rules to mention are the rules that define the
execution of DH handshakes. Starting from the two facts !Ltk(C, ltkC)

and !Ltk(S, ltkS), these rules describe the sending and receiving of every
message defined in this handshake mode. There are four structurally differ-
ent ways, in which this handshake can be executed: It may or may not be
the case, that the server sends HelloRetryRequest in return to the initial
ClientHello. Further, client side authentication is optional an indicated by
CertificateRequest. Following our notation, we refer to individual sub-
modes using:

dh = dh_nc_nhr | dh_nc_hrr| dh_ca_nhr| dh_ca_hrr

In contract to the model of Section 5, we explicitly keep track of the type
of the DH mode. This is done by including descriptive tags (publicly known
constants) in the state facts. The term hr either is instantiated by ’hrr’,
indicating that HelloRetryRequest was sent, or by ’no_hrr’ for indicat-
ing the absence thereof. The optionality of client authentication is modeled
by the term cr, which either is equal to ’cauth’ or ’no_cauth’. These
tags are added in sub-mode specific rules such as, e.g., dh_server_send_cr.
The handshake is considered to be fully executed, after the rule for receiv-
ing the NewSessionTicket message is instantiated. It has then established
the presumably secret terms resSec and trKey. This analysis is not further
interested in trKey, or the properties thereof, as this was covered by the
analysis in Section 5. The term resSec, however, shall be used as pre-shared
key in subsequent handshakes.

Pre-shared Key Infrastructure We think of the set of rules describing
the initial DH handshake as a replacement for the rule register psk. After
the regular DH handshake, the server generates a fresh label, and sends it to
the client, encrypted with trKey. This label is used as psk id in subsequent
ClientHello messages.

The model of pre-shared keys is crucial in this analysis, since the security
properties of subsequent handshakes are often sourced in the mode of the in
initial handshake. The model for pre-shared keys of Section 6 is not appro-
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priate here, as the PSK now originates from previous runs. The PSK fact
can not be produced by rule dh_server_send_nst, as Section 6 shows that
dh ncauth server aliveness of resSec is violated. An adversary would
therefore be able to use the server, running an anonymous DH handshake,
to produce persistent PSK facts of honest agents. Producing the fact in
the rule dh_client_receive_nst, on the other hand, would imply, that an
anonymous client may gain dh client weakagreement for the subsequent
handshake, if the server is initialized by the fact !Psk(S, C, psk_id, psk).

So therefore, we model pre-shared keys by defining the two following per-
sistent facts. Each role produces the corresponding fact, so that we make no
assumption about the agreement between roles.

!Psk_S(S, C, psk_id, psk, cr, hr)

!Psk_C(C, S, psk_id, psk, cr, hr)

The terms cr and hr are used to indicate the source of the PSK. The fact
!Psk_S(S, C, psk_id, psk, ’no_cauth’, ’no_hrr’), e.g., denotes that,
agent S, running as server, believes to share psk with C, running as client,
and that the DH handshake, which established psk, was not authenticating
the client, and not involving HRR. The model also defines two rules denoting
the reveal of such keys, one for each fact.

Subsequent Handshake The next set of rules we are considering, are
rules defining the execution of both handshake modes that use pre-shared
keys. Starting from the pre-shared key facts described above, these rules
describe the PSK handshakes with the potential use of 0-RTT data in the
client’s first flight, as well as the possibility to authenticate the client. Note
the rules are not considering the possibility of 0-RTT data sent during the
PSKDH mode. This allows for six different kinds of PSK handshakes, if we fix
the pre-shared key. Note however that in Section 7.2, we are deciding to not
include the 0-RTT data to our this model. Together with the four different
ways of executing a DH handshake, our model covers a total of 24 structurally
different sub-modes of a handshake performing session resumption, or 16
without modeling early data. To be able to differentiate between different
executions, we define the state facts of these modes to include the term
src = <cr, hr>. We show the rule for initializing a PSK client:
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rule psk_init_client:

[!Psk_C(C, S, psk_id, psk, cr, hr),

!Ltk(C, ltkC)]

-->

[St_Psk_C_1(C, ltkC, S, psk_id, psk, <cr, hr>)]

Note that we combine the two tags into one term. The last rules of this
handshake are modeling the communication of NewSessionTicket, such that
we can analyze the properties of the subsequent resSec, not generated by
an initial handshake.

7.2 Problems

The model described above captures the full combination of our models from
Sections 5 and 6. It allows for 24 structurally different modes of execution,
each possibly satisfying different security properties. In Section 4.6 we de-
scribed the problem of very large dependency graphs. The size arises from
the fact that the authentication messages CertificateVerify and Finished

contain the content of the previous messages, and thus also the content pre-
vious authentication messages. The worst case of the DH model is, if the
handshake uses HRR and client authentication, meaning that there are four
authentication messages. The Client Finished is more than twice the size
of the Client CertificateVerify, which in turn is more than twice the
size of Server Finished, and so on. The term resSec is defined as follows:

resSec = HKDF(<< MS, ’res’>, h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) >)

It contains every message of the handshake, and is thus at least twice the size
of the Client Finished. A subsequent handshake uses this term to derive,
i.e., the macKey, which is used in both the Client Finished, and the Server
Finished. As we see, this exponential growth of the structure of messages is
continuing in subsequent handshakes. This makes it practically impossible
to investigate the dependency graphs in this analysis. As we see no solution
to this problem, we accept the fact that we cannot gain confidence in the
correctness of our model by, investigating dependency graphs. Our model,
however, arises from the combination of the models of Sections 5 and 6, and
we are able to investigate the graphs of those models. As the corresponding
rules are almost identical, we do have some confidence in the correctness of
our model.
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In the previous analyses, we used a machine with an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-4570 CPU @ 3.20GHz, together with 16GB of RAM. The automatic ver-
ification never took more than 5 minutes for per lemma, and we had no
problems with the size of the memory. This, however, is not the case for
the model as it is described above. While the previous models define at
most 4 different sub-modes, the model of this section allows for 24 different
sub-modes. This increases the number of cases to consider in automated
verification. Further, as the model is used to verify security properties of
subsequent handshakes, the terms we are interested in contain the messages
of two handshakes. So there are now up to seven authentication messages,
each at least twice the size of the previous one, leading to an enormous size of
the structure of some terms and messages. Attempts to automatically verify
lemmas of this model quickly ended up with an exhausted main memory.
This then led to pages being swapped to disk, until the effective performance
of the CPU cores collapsed to a small percentage.

We decided to use a more suited machine with 128GB of RAM, hoping
to avoid the exhaustion of main memory. With this setup, however, the
problem was still present for some terms, in some sub-modes. One example
is the term resSec, established in a pskdh_ca_ed_dh_ca_hrr handshake. It
contains the hash of every single message, in the mode where every possible
authentication massage is being sent. We could solve the problem by remov-
ing one optionality from the model, reducing the memory usage to just below
128GB. Removing the option for client authentication in subsequent hand-
shakes would weaken our model in the sense that we could not analyze delayed
client authentication. Removing the possibility of HelloRetryRequest, on
the other hand, would reduce the set possible handshake hashes. So we
decided to remove the rules for the 0-RTT data, as the contents of these
early messages are not included in the handshake hash. Further, we already
disproved injective agreement and PFS for the keys used to protect this data.

7.3 Analysis

This part documents our analysis on of handshakes that use pre-shared keys
originating from an initial DH handshake. Our model does not include the
use of 0-RTT data, as subsequent messages do not depend on this data. Some
parts of the analysis were run using an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4570 CPU @
3.20GHz with 16G of ram, while others were run using an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz together with 128G of ram. The first section
describes how we defined sub-mode specific lemmas, using an executability
lemma as example. The remainder of the section then describes the approach
of how we used Tamarin to prove or disprove certain properties. The general
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pattern in our analysis is to try prove the stronger lemmas first, such that
the weaker ones are implicitly proven as well.

7.3.1 Executability and Mode Specific Lemmas

Whenever a rule produces a secrecy claim fact that appears in the premise
of a lemma, then the following two action facts are produced as well:

Psk_Role_Mode(mode, cr1)

Psk_Role_Source(<cr2, hr>),
where

mode = ’PSKONLY’ | ’PSKDH’

cr1,cr2 = ’cauth’ | ’no_cauth’

hr = ’hrr’ | ’no_hrr’

By adding these facts as conjunction to the premise of lemmas, we can de-
fine these lemmas to only consider executions of specific sub-modes. The exe-
cutability lemma, for example, used to check for the mode pskonly ca dh nc

is defined as follows:

lemma pskonly_ca_dh_nc_executable:

exists-trace
"Ex hr #i. Psk_Client_Mode(’PSKONLY’, ’cauth’)@i &

Psk_Client_Source(<’no_cauth’, hr>)@i &

not (Ex C #j. Rev(C)@j)"

Note that this rule does not further specify whether HelloRetryRequest

is being sent or not, so the term hr can be arbitrary.
Mode selection for the agreement properties is done in a slightly different

way. Since we need to expose information about the sub-mode of the hand-
shake to the trace anyhow, we are combining it with the agreement claims
in the following way:

Commit(a,b,<’C’,’S’, ’PSKDH’, ’cauth’, <’cauth’, ’hrr’>, t >)

Running(b,a,<’C’,’S’, ’PSKDH’, ’cauth’, <’cauth’, ’hrr’>, t >)

Using claims of this form, we not only enable mode selection in the definition
of lemmas, but also allow for the analysis of agreement on the mode of the
handshake.

Until now, we only used the definition of mode-specific lemmas to prove
properties that are satisfied only by some sub-modes. In this analysis, how-
ever, we often, if not always, need to split lemmas into a set of sub-lemmas
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in order to verify them separately. This is because some lemmas have to
be proven for a large set of sub-modes, making the automated verification
using too much ram. We then rather specify multiple lemmas, and verify the
properties for one sub-mode at a time. The original lemma can then be seen
as proven by the fact that every sub-lemma is proven.

7.3.2 Secrecy

This part of the analysis investigates the secrecy guarantees of the terms
encKey, macKey, trKey, and resSec. For each of the 8 main modes of execu-
tion, we want to either prove or disprove it’s secrecy claims, for both secrecy
and PFS. Note that we are not directly interested in whether or not the HRR

message is being sent.

Verifying Server PFS We start by proving server PFS for as much modes
as possible, such that we then can conclude server secrecy as well. As we
expect the pskdh_ca_dh_nc modes to even violate the property of secrecy,
we aim to disprove PFS by disproving secrecy in the next part. Here we
want to show that the server of pskdh modes has PFS guarantees if the
client authenticates itself in at least one of the two handshakes. Therefore
we define the following set of lemmas, and analyze the validity of them using
Tamarin:

X pskdh_ca_dh_nc_server_pfs

X pskdh_ca_dh_ca_server_pfs

X pskdh_nc_dh_ca_server_pfs

The automated verification of the first two lemmas was completed in only 12
minutes, using less that 10G of ram. The third lemma, however, had to be
split into the following two sub-lemmas, as otherwise the verification ended
up with an exhausted main memory and a drastically reduced performance
of the CPU.

X pskdh_nc_dh_ca_hrr_server_pfs

X pskdh_nc_dh_ca_nhr_server_pfs

Both of them are automatically proven in about two hours, consuming 123G
of ram. With this, we have proven that if the client is authenticated in at
least one of the handshakes, then PFS holds from the server point of view.
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Violating Server PFS The next step is to falsify PFS for the pskonly
modes, as they do not use any ephemeral secret.

× pskonly_nc_dh_ca_server_pfs

× pskonly_ca_dh_nc_server_pfs

× pskonly_ca_dh_ca_server_pfs

Note that we, again, are leaving out the lemma for the sub-mode without
client authentication, as it will be implicitly falsified in the part about secrecy.
Using Tamarin’s interactive mode, we find attacks on each of these lemmas,
where the adversary trivially reveals the pre-shared key after the handshake.
This attack is possible because pskonly modes are not using any ephemeral
secrets.

Verifying Server Secrecy In the previous part, we already implicitly
verified the secrecy of all but one pskdh mode. By defining the following set
of lemmas, we aim to prove that the server has secrecy guarantees, even if
no (EC)DHE is used.

X pskonly_ca_dh_ca_server_secrecy

X pskonly_ca_dh_nc_server_secrecy

X pskonly_nc_dh_ca_server_secrecy

The validity of the first property was proven by automatically verifying it’s
sub modes induced by the HRR optionality. The verification of
pskonly_ca_dh_ca_hrr_server_secrecy was completed in 1.5 hours, using
more than 36G of ram, while pskonly_ca_dh_ca_nhr_server_secrecy was
proven in about 45 minutes, using 16G of ram. The other two lemmas are
proven as they are, one in 40 minutes and the other in 90 minutes. This
shows that the server has secrecy guarantees if the client is authenticated at
some point, even if no Diffie-Hellman exchange is performed in the subse-
quent handshake.

Violating Server Secrecy To complete the picture about server secrecy
in general, we want to further investigate the case where no client side au-
thentication is done:

× pskonly_nc_dh_nc_server_secrecy

× pskdh_nc_dh_nc_server_secrecy

We interactively deduced traces where the adversary is simply running the
handshake with the server, learning the contents of all the keys. As he is
not required to authenticate himself, there is nothing that prevents him from
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impersonating honest agents. Note, however, that in practice there might be
an application layer user authentication, possibly guaranteeing secrecy after
the handshake.

Summary of Server (PF)Secrecy With this last two violations we suc-
cessfully analyzed both secrecy properties of each sub mode of interest. The
following table summarizes the results of this first part of the analysis:

pskonly ncnc pskonly ncc pskonly cnc pskonly cc

S Secrecy × X X X
S PFS × × × ×

pskdh ncnc pskdh ncc pskdh cnc pskdh cc

S Secrecy × X X X
S PFS × X X X

We clearly see that not performing the Diffie-Hellman exchange comes at
the cost of PFS. Moreover, not using client authentication leads to servers
that, right after the handshake, have no guarantees about secrecy of the
established keys. In the following parts, we will use the same approach in
analyzing the client side secrecy guarantees.

Verifying Client PFS We start the analysis of PFS from the client point
of view by proving PFS for the all the pskdh modes. Here we are including
the anonymous case, since the property is expected to hold for the client,
as the server is authenticated in every mode. We therefore analyzed the
following four properties:

X pskdh_ca_dh_ca_client_pfs

X pskdh_nc_dh_ca_client_pfs

X pskdh_ca_dh_nc_client_pfs

X pskdh_nc_dh_nc_client_pfs

In a tedious process of specifying various sub-lemmas, we were able to verify
that client PFS is guaranteed in these modes. We proved a total of 20 differ-
ent lemmas, some as specific as, e.g., pskdh_ca_dh_ca_hrr_client_pfs_macKey.
The exact definitions of these sub-lemma is available alongside our model.
Here we present the mentioned lemma as en example:
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// 2h:20min

lemma pskdh_ca_dh_ca_hrr_client_pfs_macKey:

"All C x #i.(

Psk_Client_Claim_Secret(C, ’macKey’, x)@i &

Psk_Client_Mode(’PSKDH’, ’cauth’)@i &

Psk_Client_Source(<’cauth’, ’hrr’>)@i)

==> (not (Ex #j. K(x)@j)

|(Ex A #j. Rev(A)@j & j<i & Honest(A)@i) )"

This lemma was proven in 2 hours and 20 minutes, using up to 80G of
ram. We observed similar behaviors among every lemma that included se-
crecy claims of the terms macKey or trKey. The proofs for the terms encKey
and resSec, on the other hand, were completed relatively fast, using between
10 and 20 minutes for competition.

Violating Client PFS To show that the keys generated in pskonly hand-
shakes are not satisfying any PFS guarantees, we define the following four
lemmas, one for each sub mode of interest:

× pskonly_ca_dh_ca_client_pfs

× pskonly_ca_dh_nc_client_pfs

× pskonly_nc_dh_ca_client_pfs

× pskonly_nc_dh_nc_client_pfs

For the analysis of client PFS, we have to explicitly show that the property
is violated in the anonymous mode. This is due to the fact that secrecy in
that mode should be satisfied. We interactively find attacks on all of these
modes, again, by simply revealing the key after the handshake.

Verifying Client Secrecy The automated verification of pskdh_client_pfs
implicitly also proved pskdh_client_secrecy, so our analysis only defines
the lemmas for pskonly_client_secrecy:

X pskonly_dh_ca_nhr_client_secrecy

X pskonly_dh_nc_nhr_client_secrecy

X pskonly_dh_ca_hrr_client_secrecy

X pskonly_dh_nc_hrr_client_secrecy

In contrast to the analysis of client PFS, these proofs were found relatively
quickly, such that we did not used as many sub-lemmas. Combined, we can
guarantee that secrecy from the point of view of the client is satisfied in every
sub mode.
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Summary of Client (PF)Secrecy As there is nothing left to disprove in
the context of client secrecy, we present the complete picture, and summary
of the analysis about client side (PF)secrecy:

pskonly ncnc pskonly ncc pskonly cnc pskonly cc

C Secrecy X X X X
C PFS × × × ×

pskdh ncnc pskdh ncc pskdh cnc pskdh cc

C Secrecy X X X X
C PFS X X X X

We again observe that not performing the Diffie-Hellman leads to the viola-
tion of PFS. In addition we see that the client always has secrecy guarantees,
since the server authenticates itself in every mode.

7.3.3 Agreement

This section describes the process of analyzing every sub-mode of interest
for it’s agreement guarantees. We use the fact that the agreement properties
define a hierarchy of increasingly stronger guarantees [18] to minimize the
number of lemmas we have to define. This part of the analysis aims to either
verify or falsify each of the agreement properties defined in Section 4.9 for
every sub-mode of interest.

Verifying Server Injective Agreement We automatically verify the
guarantees for injective agreement of the server running in all modes with
the exception of psk_nc_dh_nc. This then directly implies the guarantees of
non-injective agreement, weak agreement, and aliveness. Therefore we spec-
ify a set of sub-lemmas which, when combined, are defining the following
three agreement properties:

X psk_ca_dh_ca_server_injectiveagreement

X psk_ca_dh_nc_server_injectiveagreement

X psk_nc_dh_ca_server_injectiveagreement

Tamarin successfully proved each of the defined sub-lemmas. The veri-
fication of these properties is surprisingly fast, compared to other parts of this
analysis. The sub-lemmas for, e.g., psk_ca_dh_nc_server_injectiveagreement
are automatically verified in between 6 to 30 minutes, using no more than
16G of ram. We conclude that server injectively agrees with the client, as-
suming that the client is authenticated in at least one of the two handshakes.
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Violating Server Aliveness Having verified strong authentication guar-
antees from the point of view of the server in non-anonymous modes, the
next step is to disprove agreement of the modes described by psk_nc_dh_nc.
In fact, we define lemmas for the weakest form of agreement:

× pskonly_nc_dh_nc_server_aliveness

× pskdh_nc_dh_nc_server_aliveness

The violating traces for both lemmas, as found by Tamarin, define the server
running the protocol with the adversary. This means that there is no client
role instantiated, and the adversary is simply deriving every term using the
message deduction system.

Summary of Server Agreement In this part of the analysis we have
proven that injective agreement for the server is satisfied in every mode of
the handshake, with the exception of modes without client authentication.
These anonymous modes even violate the property of aliveness. Moreover,
the analysis has shown that the validity of the agreement properties is not
depending on whether or not (EC)DHE is used the subsequent handshake.
We are therefore combining the sub-modes in pskdh with the corresponding
modes in pskonly:

psk ncnc psk ncc psk cnc psk cc

S Aliveness × X X X
S WeakAgr × X X X

S NoninjectiveAgr × X X X
S InjectiveAgr × X X X

Verifying Client (Anonymous) Injective Agreement Similar to the
analysis of the isolated DH mode, we are using the property of anonymous
injective agreement to verify the agreement guarantees of anonymous clients.
Note that this special agreement is not directly part of the hierarchy of
increasingly stronger authentication properties. As it however only weakens
the right-hand side of the definition of injective agreement, we conclude that
injective agreement implies anonymous injective agreement. We define and
verify three lemmas for injective agreement, and one for anonymous injective
agreement:

X psk_nc_dh_ca_client_injectiveagreement

X psk_ca_dh_nc_client_injectiveagreement

X psk_ca_dh_ca_client_injectiveagreement

X psk_nc_dh_nc_client_anonymous_injectiveagreement

Tamarin verified the fact that from the client point of view, both par-
ties injectively agree on the keys, the roles, the sub-mode, and additionally
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in the non-anonymous cases, on the agent names. Most of the automated
proofs were completed in between 30 minutes and 4 hours. The lemma for
the mode pskonly_ca_dh_nc_client_injectiveagreement, however, was
running for 18 hours, temporarily using up to 90G of ram.

Violating Client Weak Agreement To complete the picture of client
side agreement we need to falsify the property of weak agreement from the
anonymous client point of view. We present the definition of the lemma used
to find a counter example:

× lemma psk_nc_dh_nc_client_weakagreement:

"All a b mode hr t #i.

Commit(a,b,<’C’,’S’, mode, ’no_cauth’,

<’no_cauth’, hr>, t>)@i

==> (Ex ts #j. Running(b,a,ts)@j)

|(Ex X #r. Rev(X)@r & Honest(X)@i)"

This property is violated not because of design flaws in the protocol, but
rather because the definition of the lemma does not make sense in the context
of intended-to-be anonymous clients.

Summary of Client Agreement Finally, we present the table that sums
up the results of the last part of our analysis. Again we are combining both
pre-shared key modes into one, as the analysis has shown the exact same
guarantees for both of them.

psk ncnc psk ncc psk cnc psk cc

C Aliveness X X X X
C WeakAgr × X X X

C NoninjectiveAgr × X X X
C AnoInjAgr X X X X

C InjectiveAgr × X X X

Note that we use the fact that injective agreement implies anonymous injec-
tive agreement to also conclude it for the non-anonymous modes. Moreover,
as anonymous weak agreement is equivalent to aliveness, we imply that the
anonymous handshake satisfies aliveness guarantees.
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8 Conclusion

We have translated the specifications of the TLS 1.3 handshake into a sym-
bolic Dolev-Yao style model, expressed in Tamarin’s input language. The
protocol design is in a late stage of development, meaning that future revi-
sions are unlikely to change the core design of the handshake. Analyzing the
protocol at this stage of the design, this thesis aimed to provide further con-
fidence about the security guarantees of the different handshake modes. The
results of our analysis are based on proofs made in the symbolic model. Ac-
tual implementations of the protocol, however, might be subject to a variety
of potential flaws that are not covered by our abstract model.

We have shown that the Diffie-Hellman handshake satisfies strong security
guarantees if executed using both server and client certificates: The estab-
lished keys and the resumption secret are proven to be injectively agreed on
from both points of view. Moreover, these terms are at the same time guar-
anteed to be perfect forward secret. These two properties guarantee that the
TLS handshake, executed in that sub-mode, can be effectively used as an
authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocol providing key confirmation.

The analysis further underlines the fact that not using client certificates
drastically weakens the security guarantees from the point of view of the
server. Secrecy as well as aliveness, the weakest form of authentication, are
shown to be violated in that setting. Our model however is able to verify
that at the same time, anonymous injective agreement and key secrecy are
guaranteed to the client. This means that under the assumption of a perfect
public key infrastructure, the client can be sure to have established secret
keys with the intended server. This then implies that the client can securely
send application level authentication like, e.g., his username and password,
over the so established connection.

In our model of isolated handshake that use pre-shared keys for authen-
tication, we made the assumption that these keys are satisfying authenticity
and secrecy. One might consider them as out-of-band established keys. In
that setting we verified the properties of mutual injective agreement and
key secrecy. Additionally if the handshake involves (EC)DHE in combina-
tion with pre-shared keys, the analysis even yields the guarantee for perfect
forward secrecy.

The analysis of the 0-RTT data has exposed the possible replay attacks
on the data that is sent during the client’s first flight. It would therefore not
be secure to send application level authentication credentials in that round.
Implementations of the protocol need to be aware of this.

Our final model covers the handshakes that use pre-shared keys estab-
lished in previous DH handshakes. The analysis verifies that session resump-
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tion in general satisfies all of it’s intended security properties. It successfully
binds to the context and authentication of the previous handshake to estab-
lish a fresh connection. We verify that the attack on delayed client authenti-
cation is not possible in the current design, as the server’s Finished message
is included in the signature of the client. Based on the results of the analysis
we can conclude that the handshakes are satisfying both mutual injective
agreement as well as secrecy or PFS, respectively, if the client authenticates
itself in at least one handshake. If this is not the case then at least the client
is guaranteed anonymous injective agreement and secrecy.

The results of this thesis give confidence in the design of TLS 1.3. The
analysis formally proves, in the symbolic model, that each sub-mode satisfies
every intended security property. The protocol, however, let’s participants
choose between the different modes of execution. Implementations and ap-
plications running on top of TLS therefore need to be well aware of the
different security guarantees, as it could otherwise lead to unintended weak-
nesses. The server, for example, is allowed to send application data directly
after it’s Finished message, at a point in time where no authentication mes-
sage of the client has been seen yet. This could lead to the situation where
key confirmation is assumed, even though it does not hold yet.

In summary, the formal analysis of the TLS 1.3 proposal yields the result
that the protocol design is secure in the symbolic model. Every mode is
satisfying the properties it aims for.
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theory tls13 noEd

/*
*

* Protoco l : TLS 1 .3 Handshake a l l ow ing f o r DH mode , PSKONLY mode , and
* PSKDH Mode handshakes . There are four s t r u c t u r a l l y d i f f e r e n t
* ways in which the DH mode can be executed , based on whether
* or not Hel loRetryRequest and c l i e n t au then t i c a t i on are used .
* PSKONLY and PSKDH mode handshakes can only be i n s t a n t i a t e d
* by resuming a DH handshake . PSKs mode handshakes can be
* executed with or without delayed c l i e n t au then t i c a t i on .
* This g i v e s a t o t a l o f 16 d i f f e r e n t ways in execut ing
* s e s s i o n resumption ( Resuming an i n i t i a l DH handshake
* d i r e c t l y ) . ( Note that we are not i n c l u d i n g 0−RTT msgs here )
*

* Source : The Transport Layer Secu r i ty (TLS) Protoco l Vers ion 1 .3
* dra f t−i e t f −t l s−t l s 13 −13
*

* Based on : Formally Analyzing the TLS 1 .3 Proposal
* Modeler : Vincent S t e t t l e r
* Date : June 2016
* Status : Working
*

* Notation : dh Handshake us ing only D i f f i e−Hellman key
* pskonly Handshake us ing only pre−shared key
* pskdh Handshake us ing both
*

* ca I n d i c a t e s the use o f c l i e n t au then t i c a t i on
* nc I n d i c a t e s the absence t h e r e o f
*

* hrr I n d i c a t e s the presence o f a Hel loRetryRequest
* nhr I n d i c a t e s i t ’ s absence
*

* −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
*

* Se s s i on resumption :
*

* psk dh = pskdh dh | pskonly dh
*

* Sub modes :
*

* dh = dh ca hrr | dh ca nhr | dh nc hrr | dh nc nhr
* psk = pskdh | pskonly
* pskonly = pskonly ca | pskonly nc
* pskdh = pskdh ca | pskdh nc
*

* Sometimes we use :
*

* dh ca = dh ca hrr | dh ca nhr
* dh nc = dh nc hrr | dh nc nhr
* dh hrr = dh ca hrr | dh nc hrr
* dh nhr = dh ca nhr | dh nc nhr
*

*/

begin

/*##################[ Signature and Equat ional Theory ]######################*/

f u n c t i o n s :

// wrapper f u n c t i o n s f o r handshake messages
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// exp la ined in Sec t i on 4 .5
CH/1 , // c l i e n t h e l l o
HRR/1 , // He l lo Retry Request
SH/1 , // s e r v e r h e l l o
EE/1 , // encrypted ex t en s i on s
CR/1 , // c e r t i f i c a t e r eque s t
CTS/1 , // c e r t i f i c a t e s e r v e r
CTC/1 , // c e r t i f i c a t e c l i e n t
CVS/1 , // c e r t i f i c a t e v e r i f y s e r v e r
CVC/1 , // c e r t i f i c a t e v e r i f y c l i e n t
FIS /1 , // f i n i s h e d s e r v e r
FIC/1 , // f i n i s h e d c l i e n t

// cryptography
HMAC/2 , // mac
HKDF/1 , // models hash−based key d e r i v a t i o n func t i on
s i gn /2 , // s i g n a t u r e
pk /1 , // pub l i c key
h/1 , // hash
e x t r a c t S i g /1 // s i g n a t u r e s do not hide content ( Sec t i on 4 . 1 )

b u i l t i n s :
d i f f i e −hellman ,
symmetric−encrypt ion

equat ions :
e x t r a c t S i g ( s i gn (m, k ) ) = m

/*###################[ Pre−shared Key I n f r a s t r u c t u r e ]########################*/
/*
*

* We model pre−shared keys us ing two fa c t s , one f o r each agent .
* The reason f o r t h i s d e c i s i o n i s exp la ined in Sec t i on 7 . 1 .
* The f a c t s are produced in the r u l e s f o r DH NewSessionTicket message .
* The l a s t two terms in the f a c t s d e s c r i b e the source o f the psk , meaning
* the mode o f the DH handshake . ( s e e t l s psk . spthy f o r theory with f r e s h psks )
*

* cr = ’ cauth ’ | ’ no cauth ’
* hr = ’ hrr ’ | ’ no hrr ’
*

*/

r u l e reveal psk s :
[ ! Psk S(S , C, psk id , psk , cr , hr ) ]
−−[Rev(S ) , Rev(C)]−>
[ Out( psk ) ]

r u l e reveal psk c :
[ ! Psk C(C, S , psk id , psk , cr , hr ) ]
−−[Rev(S ) , Rev(C)]−>
[ Out( psk ) ]

/*#######################[ Publ ic Key I n f r a s t r u c t u r e ]########################*/

r u l e r eg i s t e r pk :
[ Fr (˜ l t k ) ]
−−>
[ ! Ltk ($A, ˜ l t k ) ,
! Pk($A, pk (˜ l t k ) ) ,
Out( pk (˜ l t k ) ) ]

r u l e reveal pk :
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[ ! Ltk ($A, ltkA ) ]
−−[Rev($A)]−>
[ Out( ltkA ) ]

/*############################################################################*/
/*#################[ INITIAL HANDSHAKE (DH MODE) ]###########################*/
/*############################################################################*/

/*##########[ DH ]########[ Agent I n i t i a l i z a t i o n ]############################*/

r u l e dh in i t c l i en t :
[ ! Ltk (C, ltkC ) ]
−−[Create (C)]−>
[ St Dh C 1(C, ltkC ) ]

r u l e dh in i t server :
[ ! Ltk (S , l tkS ) ]
−−[Create (S)]−>
[ St Dh S 1(S , l tkS ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Cl i en t He l lo ]##################################*/
/*
*

* We are i n c l u d i n g a constant term ( p u b l i c l y known) to the s t a t e f a c t s to
* i n d i c a t e whether the agent was running a handshake with or without
* Hel loRetryRequest . ’ no hrr ’ i s here s e t by d e f a u l t and may l a t e r ,
* i f HRR i s sent , be r ep laced with ’ hrr ’ . This i s done f o r mode s e l e c t i o n
* i n s i d e the d e f i n i t i o n s o f lemmas . See Sec t i on 7 .1 f o r a d e s c r i p t i o n .
*

* Note that the term CH(Msg) i s the f i r s t va lue o f TSH.
* Sec t i on s 4 .5 and 4 .6 exp la in how exac t l y s t a t e f a c t s
* i n c l ude the handshake messages .
*

*/

r u l e dh client send ch :
l e t

Msg = < ˜Nc , ’ dhe ’ , ’ g ’ ˆ˜ ec >
in
[ St Dh C 1(C, ltkC ) , Fr (˜Nc) , Fr (˜ ec ) ]
−−[

InEq (C, $S ) // no s e l f communication
]−>
[ St Dh C 2(C, $S , ltkC , ˜ec , CH(Msg) , ’ no hrr ’ ) ,
Out(Msg ) ]

r u l e dh server receive ch :
l e t

Y = ’ g ’ ˆ ec // group element check
Msg = < Nc , ’ dhe ’ , Y >

in
[ St Dh S 1(S , l tkS ) , In (Msg ) ]
−−[

InEq ( ’ g ’ , Y)
]−>
[ St Dh S 2(S , $C , ltkS , Y, CH(Msg) , ’ no hrr ’ ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ He l lo Retry Request ]###########################*/
/*
*

* These r u l e s r e p l a c e the tag ’ no hrr ’ with ’ hrr ’ .
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* They are ONLY a p p l i c a b l e to St Dh S 2 , i f i t conta in s term CH(m) d i r e c t l y ,
* meaning that no HRR was yet done . (We only a l low one round ) .
*

*/

r u l e dh server send hrr :
l e t

Msg = ’ hrr ’
in
[ St Dh S 2(S , C, ltkS , Y, CH(m) , hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 2a(S , C, ltkS , <CH(m) ,HRR(Msg)> , ’ hrr ’ ) ,
Out(Msg ) ]

r u l e dh c l i ent rece ive hrr :
l e t

Msg = ’ hrr ’
in
[St Dh C 2(C, S , ltkC , ec , CH(m) , hr ) , In (Msg ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 2a(C, S , ltkC , <CH(m) ,HRR(Msg)> , ’ hrr ’ ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Server He l lo ]##################################*/
/*
*

* The modeling o f the key d e r i v a t i o n i s exp la ined in Sec t i on 4 . 4 .
* Here , MS only depends on the ephemeral s e c r e t , no psk invo lved .
* At t h i s stage , hr could conta in e i t h e r tag .
*

*/
r u l e dh server send sh :

l e t
Msg = < ˜Ns , ’ dhe ’ , ’ g ’ ˆ˜ es >
MS = Yˆ˜ es

in
[ St Dh S 2(S , C, ltkS , Y, TSH, hr ) ,
Fr (˜Ns ) ,
Fr (˜ es ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 3(S , C, ltkS , MS, <TSH, SH(Msg)> , hr ) ,
Out(Msg ) ]

r u l e dh c l ient rece ive sh :
l e t

X = ’ g ’ ˆ es // group element check
Msg = < Ns , ’ dhe ’ , X >
MS = Xˆ ec

in
[St Dh C 2(C, S , ltkC , ec , TSH, hr ) , In (Msg ) ]
−−[

InEq ( ’ g ’ , X)
]−>
[ St Dh C 3(C, S , ltkC , MS, <TSH,SH(Msg)> , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Cl i en t He l lo Retry ]############################*/
/*
*

* Only a p p l i c a b l e to s t a t e f a c t s produced by HRR.
*

*/
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r u l e dh client send ch retry :
l e t

Msg = < ˜Nc , ’ dhe ’ , ’ g ’ ˆ˜ ec >
in
[ St Dh C 2a(C, S , ltkC , TSH, hr ) ,
Fr (˜Nc) ,
Fr (˜ ec ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 2(C, S , ltkC , ˜ec , <TSH, CH(Msg)> , hr ) ,
Out(Msg ) ]

r u l e dh server receive ch retry :
l e t

Y = ’ g ’ ˆ ec // group element check
Msg = < Nc , ’ dhe ’ , Y >

in
[ St Dh S 2a(S , C, ltkS , TSH, hr ) , In (Msg ) ]
−−[

InEq ( ’ g ’ , Y)
]−>
[ St Dh S 2(S , C, ltkS , Y, <TSH,CH(Msg)> , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Encrypted Extens ions ]##########################*/
/*
*

* We do not inc lude keys in s t a t e f a c t s to avoid redundancy .
* We ”compute” them on demand , as de s c r ibed in Sec t i on 4 . 6 .
*

*/
r u l e dh server send ee :

l e t
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = ’ ee ’

in
[ St Dh S 3(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 4(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, EE(Msg) , hr ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e dh c l i ent rece ive ee :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = ’ ee ’

in
[St Dh C 3(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, hr ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 4(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, EE(Msg) , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ C e r t i f i c a t e Request ]###########################*/
/*
*

* In t h i s r u l e s we are i n c l u d i n g the tag cr .
* cr = ’ cauth ’ | ’ no cauth ’
* This i s done to wr i t e 1 . sub−mode s p e c i f i c r u l e s ( e . g . c l i ent send ctc )
* and 2 . sub−mode s p e c i f i c lemmas .
*

*/

r u l e dh server send cr :
l e t
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encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = ’ cr ’

in
[ St Dh S 4(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, TST, hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 5(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, <TST, CR(Msg)> , ’ cauth ’ , hr ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e dh c l i ent rece ive cr :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = ’ cr ’

in
[St Dh C 4(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, hr ) , In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 5(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, <TST,CR(Msg)> , ’ cauth ’ , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Skip C e r t i f i c a t e Request ]######################*/

r u l e dh server skip cr :
[ St Dh S 4(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, TST, hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 5(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, TST, ’ no cauth ’ , hr ) ]

r u l e dh cl ient skip cr :
[ St Dh C 4(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 5(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, ’ no cauth ’ , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Server C e r t i f i c a t e ]############################*/

r u l e dh server send cts :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = < S , pk ( l tkS ) >

in
[ St Dh S 5(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, TST, cr , hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 6(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, <TST,CTS(Msg)> , cr , hr ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e dh c l i ent rece ive ct s :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = < S , pkltkS >

in
[ St Dh C 5(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, cr , hr ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ,
! Pk(S , pkltkS ) ] // p e r f e c t PKI assumption
−−>
[ St Dh C 6(C, S , ltkC , pkltkS , MS, TSH, <TST,CTS(Msg)> , cr , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Server C e r t i f i c a t e Ver i f y ]#####################*/

r u l e dh server send cvs :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = s ign (h(<TSH,TST>) , l tkS )

in
[ St Dh S 6(S , C, ltkS , MS, TSH, TST, cr , hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 7(S , C, MS, TSH, <TST,CVS(Msg)> , cr , hr ) ,
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Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e dh c l i ent rece ive cvs :
l e t

Msg = s ign (h(<TSH,TST>) , l tkS )
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)

in
[St Dh C 6(C, S , ltkC , pk ( l tkS ) , MS, TSH, TST, cr , hr ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 7(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, <TST,CVS(Msg)> , cr , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Server Fin i shed ]###############################*/

r u l e dh server send f is :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = HMAC(h(<TSH,TST>) , macKey)
trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,<TST, FIS (Msg)>>) >)

in
[ St Dh S 7(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, cr , hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 8(S , C, MS, TSH, <TST, FIS (Msg)> , cr , hr ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e dh c l i en t r e c e i v e f i s :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = HMAC(h(<TSH,TST>) , macKey)
trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,<TST, FIS (Msg)>>) >)

in
[St Dh C 7(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, cr , hr ) , In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 8(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, <TST, FIS (Msg)> , cr , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Skip C l i en t Authent icat ion ]####################*/
/*
*

* We pattern−match the s t a t e f a c t s , such that these r u l e s are only a p p l i c a b l e
* i f C e r t i f i c a t e R e q u e s t was sent / r e c e i v e d e a r l i e r .
* We use the same tag as a s t a r t i n g value f o r TSR, s i n c e the
* r u l e s f o r the f i n i s h e d message ” expect ” a value f o r TSR.
*

*/

r u l e dh cl ient skip cauth :
[ St Dh C 8(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, ’ no cauth ’ , hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 10(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, ’ no cauth ’ , ’ no cauth ’ , hr ) ]

r u l e dh server skip cauth :
[ St Dh S 8(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, ’ no cauth ’ , hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 10(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, ’ no cauth ’ , ’ no cauth ’ , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Cl i en t C e r t i f i c a t e ]############################*/
/*
*

* Here , the s t a r t i n g value o f TSR i s CTC(Msg ) .
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*

*/

r u l e dh cl ient send ctc :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = < C, pk ( ltkC ) >

in
[ St Dh C 8(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, ’ cauth ’ , hr ) ] // only i f CR was sent
−−>
[ St Dh C 9(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, CTC(Msg) , hr ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e dh server rece ive ctc :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = < C, pkltkC >

in
[ St Dh S 8(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, ’ cauth ’ , hr ) , // only i f CR was sent
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ,
! Pk(C, pkltkC ) ] // only v a l i d c e r t i f i c a t e s
−−>
[ St Dh S 9(S , C, pkltkC , MS, TSH, TST, CTC(Msg) , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Cl i en t C e r t i f i c a t e Ver i fy ]#####################*/

r u l e dh client send cvc :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = s ign (h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) , ltkC )

in
[St Dh C 9(C, S , ltkC , MS, TSH, TST, TSR, hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 10(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, <TSR,CVC(Msg)> , ’ cauth ’ , hr ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e dh server receive cvc :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = s ign (h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) , ltkC )

in
[ St Dh S 9(S , C, pk ( ltkC ) , MS, TSH, TST, TSR, hr ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 10(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, <TSR,CVC(Msg)> , ’ cauth ’ , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ Cl i en t Fin i shed ]###############################*/

r u l e dh cl ient send f ic :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = HMAC(h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) , macKey)

in
[ St Dh C 10(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, TSR, cr , hr ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh C 11(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, <TSR, FIC(Msg)> , cr , hr ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e dh server rece ive f i c :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
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macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = HMAC(h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) , macKey)

in
[ St Dh S 10(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, TSR, cr , hr ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Dh S 11(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, <TSR, FIC(Msg)> , cr , hr ) ]

/*############[ DH ]########[ New Ses s i on Ticket ]############################*/
/*
*

* We inc lude the f a c t Out(h(˜ l a b e l ) ) , as i t i s s ent in c l e a r anyway
* ( In the next key exchange phase ) . The tags cr and hr , d e s c r i b i n g the sub−mode ,
* are added as source va lue s to the psk .
*

*/

r u l e dh server send nst :
l e t

trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,TST>) >)
r e sSec = HKDF(<< MS, ’ res ’> , h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) >)
Msg = ˜ l a b e l

in
[ St Dh S 11(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, TSR, cr , hr ) , Fr (˜ l a b e l ) ]
−−>
[ Out( senc {Msg} trKey ) ,
! Psk S(S , C, h(˜ l a b e l ) , resSec , cr , hr ) ,
Out(h(˜ l a b e l ) ) ]

r u l e dh c l i ent rece ive nst :
l e t

trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,TST>) >)
r e sSec = HKDF(<< MS, ’ res ’> , h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) >)
Msg = l a b e l

in
[ St Dh C 11(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, TSR, cr , hr ) ,
In ( senc {Msg} trKey ) ]
−−>
[ ! Psk C(C, S , h( l a b e l ) , resSec , cr , hr ) ]

/*############################################################################*/
/*#############[ SUBSEQUENT HANDSHAKE (PSK MODES) ]###########################*/
/*############################################################################*/

/*############[ PSK ]########[ Agent I n i t i a l i z a t i o n ]#########################*/

r u l e p sk in i t c l i en t :
[ ! Psk C(C, S , psk id , psk , cr , hr ) , ! Ltk (C, ltkC ) ]
−−[Create (C)]−>
[ St Psk C 1(C, ltkC , S , psk id , psk , <cr , hr >)]

r u l e psk in i t se rver :
[ ! Psk S(S , C, psk id , psk , cr , hr ) ]
−−[Create (S)]−>
[ St Psk S 1(S , C, psk id , psk , <cr , hr >)]

/*############[ PSKONLY ]########[ Cl i en t He l lo ]#############################*/

r u l e pskonly cl ient send ch :
l e t

Msg = < ˜Nc , ’ pskid ’ , psk id >
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in
[ St Psk C 1(C, ltkC , S , psk id , psk , s r c ) , Fr (˜Nc ) ]
−−>
[ St Pskonly C 2 (C, ltkC , S , psk id , psk , CH(Msg) , s r c ) , Out(Msg ) ]

r u l e pskonly server rece ive ch :
l e t

Msg = < Nc , ’ pskid ’ , psk id >
in
[ St Psk S 1(S , C, psk id , psk , s r c ) , In (Msg ) ]
−−>
[ St Pskonly S 2 (S , C, psk id , psk , CH(Msg) , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSKDH ]########[ Cl i en t He l lo ]###############################*/

r u l e pskdh client send ch :
l e t

Msg = < ˜Nc , ’ pskdhe ’ , psk id , ’ g ’ ˆ˜ ec >
in
[ St Psk C 1(C, ltkC , S , psk id , psk , s r c ) , Fr (˜Nc) , Fr (˜ ec ) ]
−−>
[ St Pskdh C 2(C, ltkC , S , psk id , psk , ˜ec , CH(Msg) , s r c ) , Out(Msg ) ]

r u l e pskdh server receive ch :
l e t

X = ’ g ’ ˆ ec
Msg = < Nc , ’ pskdhe ’ , psk id , X >

in
[ St Psk S 1(S , C, psk id , psk , s r c ) , In (Msg ) ]
−−[InEq ( ’ g ’ , X)]−>
[ St Pskdh S 2(S , C, psk id , psk , X, CH(Msg) , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSKONLY ]########[ Server He l lo ]#############################*/
/*
*

* Inc lude the tag :
* mode = ’PSKONLY’ | ’PSKDH’
* f o r mode s e l e c t i o n in the d e f i n i t i o n o f lemmas .
*

*/

r u l e pskonly server send sh :
l e t

Msg = < ˜Ns , ’ pskid ’ , psk id >
MS = psk // no dh

in
[ St Pskonly S 2 (S , C, psk id , psk , TSH, s r c ) , Fr (˜Ns ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk S 3(S , C, MS, <TSH, SH(Msg)> , ’PSKONLY’ , s r c ) ,
Out(Msg ) ]

r u l e pskon ly c l i ent rece ive sh :
l e t

Msg = < Ns , ’ pskid ’ , psk id >
MS = psk // no dh

in
[ St Pskonly C 2 (C, ltkC , S , psk id , psk , TSH, s r c ) , In (Msg ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk C 3(C, ltkC , S , MS, <TSH, SH(Msg)> , ’PSKONLY’ , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSKDH ]########[ Server He l lo ]###############################*/
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r u l e pskdh server send sh :
l e t

Msg = < ˜Ns , ’ pskdhe ’ , psk id , ’ g ’ ˆ˜ es >
MS = <psk ,Xˆ˜ es>

in
[ St Pskdh S 2(S , C, psk id , psk , X, TSH, s r c ) , Fr (˜Ns ) , Fr (˜ es ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk S 3(S , C, MS, <TSH,SH(Msg)> , ’PSKDH’ , s r c ) , Out(Msg ) ]

r u l e pskdh cl ient rece ive sh :
l e t

Y = ’ g ’ ˆ es
Msg = < Ns , ’ pskdhe ’ , psk id , Y >
MS = <psk ,Yˆec>

in
[ St Pskdh C 2(C, ltkC , S , psk id , psk , ec , TSH, s r c ) , In (Msg ) ]
−−[InEq ( ’ g ’ , Y)]−>
[ St Psk C 3(C, ltkC , S , MS, <TSH,SH(Msg)> , ’PSKDH’ , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ Encrypted Extens ions ]#########################*/

r u l e psk server send ee :
l e t

Msg = ’ ee ’
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)

in
[ St Psk S 3(S , C, MS, TSH, mode , s r c ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk S 4(S , C, MS, TSH, EE(Msg) , mode , s r c ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e psk c l i ent rece ive ee :
l e t

Msg = ’ ee ’
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)

in
[ St Psk C 3(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, mode , s r c ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk C 4(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, EE(Msg) , mode , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ Skip C e r t i f i c a t e ]#############################*/

r u l e psk server skip cr :
[ St Psk S 4(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, mode , s r c ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk S 5(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, mode , ’ no cauth ’ , s r c ) ]

r u l e psk c l i ent sk ip cr :
[ St Psk C 4(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, TST, mode , s r c ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk C 5(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, TST, mode , ’ no cauth ’ , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ e r t i f i c a t e Request ]###########################*/

r u l e psk server send cr :
l e t

Msg = ’ cr ’
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)

in
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[ St Psk S 4(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, mode , s r c ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk S 5(S , C, MS, TSH, <TST,CR(Msg)> , mode , ’ cauth ’ , s r c ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e psk c l i ent rece ive c r :
l e t

Msg = ’ cr ’
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)

in
[ St Psk C 4(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, TST, mode , s r c ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk C 5(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, <TST,CR(Msg)> , mode , ’ cauth ’ , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ Server Fin i shed ]##############################*/

r u l e psk server send f i s :
l e t

macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = HMAC(h(<TSH,TST>) , macKey)
trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,<TST, FIS (Msg)>>) >)

in
[ St Psk S 5(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, mode , cr , s r c ) ]
−−[

// agreement
Running (S ,C,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode , cr , s rc , < macKey , encKey , trKey > >)

]−>
[ St Psk S 6(S , C, MS, TSH, <TST, FIS (Msg)> , mode , cr , s r c ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e p s k c l i e n t r e c e i v e f i s :
l e t

macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = HMAC(h(<TSH,TST>) , macKey)
trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,<TST, FIS (Msg)>>) >)

in
[ St Psk C 5(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, TST, mode , cr , s r c ) , In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−[

// agreement
Running (C, S,< ’S ’ , ’C’ , mode , cr , s rc , < macKey , encKey , trKey > >)

]−>
[ St Psk C 6(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, <TST, FIS (Msg)> , mode , cr , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ Skipt C l i en t Authent icat ion ]##################*/

r u l e psk cl ient skip cauth :
[ St Psk C 6(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, TST, mode , ’ no cauth ’ , s r c ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk C 8(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, ’ no cauth ’ , mode , ’ no cauth ’ , s r c ) ]

r u l e psk server skip cauth :
[ St Psk S 6(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, mode , ’ no cauth ’ , s r c ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk S 8(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, ’ no cauth ’ , mode , ’ no cauth ’ , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ Cl i en t C e r t i f i c a t e ]###########################*/

r u l e psk cl ient send ctc :
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l e t
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = < C, pk ( ltkC ) >

in
[ St Psk C 6(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, TST, mode , ’ cauth ’ , s r c ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk C 7(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, TST, CTC(Msg) , mode , ’ cauth ’ , s r c ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e psk server rece ive ctc :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = < C, pkltkC >

in
[ St Psk S 6(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, mode , ’ cauth ’ , s r c ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ,
! Pk(C, pkltkC ) ] // p e r f e c t PKI assumption
−−>
[ St Psk S 7(S , C, pkltkC , MS, TSH, TST, CTC(Msg) , mode , ’ cauth ’ , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ Cl i en t C e r t i f i c a t e Ver i fy ]####################*/

r u l e psk cl ient send cvc :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = s ign (h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) , ltkC )

in
[ St Psk C 7(C, ltkC , S , MS, TSH, TST, TSR, mode , cr , s r c ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk C 8(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, <TSR, CVC(Msg)> , mode , cr , s r c ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e psk server rece ive cvc :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
Msg = s ign (h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) , ltkC )

in
[ St Psk S 7(S , C, pk ( ltkC ) , MS, TSH, TST, TSR, mode , cr , s r c ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−>
[ St Psk S 8(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, <TSR,CVC(Msg)> , mode , cr , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ Cl i en t Fin i shed ]##############################*/

r u l e psk c l i ent send f i c :
l e t

macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,TST>) >)
Msg = HMAC(h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) , macKey)
r e sSec = HKDF(<< MS, ’ res ’> , h(<<TSH,TST>,<TSR, FIC(Msg)>>) >)

in
[ St Psk C 8(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, TSR, mode , cr , s r c ) ]
−−[

// mode s e l e c t i o n
Psk Client Mode (mode , c r ) ,

// source s e l e c t i o n
Psk Client Source ( s r c ) ,

// s e c r e cy
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Psk Client Claim Secret (S , ’ encKey ’ , encKey ) ,
Psk Client Claim Secret (S , ’macKey ’ , macKey ) ,
Psk Client Claim Secret (S , ’ trKey ’ , trKey ) ,

// agreement
Running (C, S,< ’S ’ , ’C’ , mode , cr , s rc , resSec >) ,

// honesty
Honest (C) ,
Honest (S)

]−>
[ St Psk C 9(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, <TSR, FIC(Msg)> , mode , cr , s r c ) ,
Out( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]

r u l e psk se rve r r ece ive f i c :
l e t

macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,TST>) >)
Msg = HMAC(h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) , macKey)

in
[ St Psk S 8(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, TSR, mode , cr , s r c ) ,
In ( senc {Msg}encKey ) ]
−−[

// mode s e l e c t i o n
Psk Server Mode (mode , c r ) ,

// source s e l e c t i o n
Psk Server Source ( s r c ) ,

// agreement
Commit(S ,C,< ’S ’ , ’C’ , mode , cr , s rc , < macKey , encKey , trKey > >) ,

// s e c r e cy
Psk Server Claim Secret (S , ’ encKey ’ , encKey ) ,
Psk Server Claim Secret (S , ’macKey ’ , macKey ) ,
Psk Server Claim Secret (S , ’ trKey ’ , trKey ) ,

// honesty
Honest (S ) ,
Honest (C)

]−>
[ St Psk S 9(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, <TSR, FIC(Msg)> , mode , cr , s r c ) ]

/*############[ PSK ]########[ New Ses s i on Ticket ]###########################*/

r u l e psk server send nst :
l e t

trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,TST>) >)
r e sSec = HKDF(<< MS, ’ res ’> , h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) >)
Msg = ˜ l a b e l

in
[ St Psk S 9(S , C, MS, TSH, TST, TSR, mode , cr , s r c ) , Fr (˜ l a b e l ) ]
−−[

// mode s e l e c t i o n
Psk Server Mode (mode , c r ) ,

// source s e l e c t i o n
Psk Server Source ( s r c ) ,

// s e c r e cy
Psk Server Claim Secret (S , ’ resSec ’ , r e sSec ) ,
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// agreement
Running (S ,C,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode , cr , s rc , resSec >) ,
Commit(S ,C,< ’S ’ , ’C’ , mode , cr , s rc , resSec >) ,

// honesty
Honest (S ) ,
Honest (C)

]−>
[ Out( senc {Msg} trKey ) ]

r u l e psk c l i ent rece ive nst :
l e t

encKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ enc ’> , h (TSH) >)
macKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’mac’> , h (TSH) >)
trKey = HKDF(<< MS, ’ tr ’> , h(<TSH,TST>) >)
r e sSec = HKDF(<< MS, ’ res ’> , h(<<TSH,TST>,TSR>) >)
Msg = l a b e l

in
[ St Psk C 9(C, S , MS, TSH, TST, TSR, mode , cr , s r c ) , In ( senc {Msg} trKey ) ]
−−[

// mode s e l e c t i o n
Psk Client Mode (mode , c r ) ,

// source s e l e c t i o n
Psk Client Source ( s r c ) ,

// s e c r e cy
Psk Client Claim Secret (S , ’ resSec ’ , r e sSec ) ,

// agreement
Commit(C, S,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode , cr , s rc , < macKey , encKey , trKey > >) ,
Commit(C, S,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode , cr , s rc , resSec >) ,

// honesty
Honest (C) ,
Honest (S)

]−>
[ ]

/*#######################[ Axioms ]###########################################*/

axiom i n e q u a l i t y :
” Al l x #i . InEq (x , x ) @i ==> F ”

/*############################################################################*/
/*##############################[ LEMMAS ]###################################*/
/*############################################################################*/

// HERE WE ONLY SHOW SOME EXAMPLES
// THE FULL SET CAN BE SEEN AT
// http ://www. i n f s e c . ethz . ch/ r e s ea r ch / so f tware / tamarin . html

// HOLDS
lemma pskonly nc dh nc executable :

e x i s t s−t r a c e
” Ex hr #i . Psk Client Mode ( ’PSKONLY’ , ’ no cauth ’ ) @i &

Psk Client Source (< ’no cauth ’ , hr>)@i &
not (Ex C #j . Rev(C) @j ) ”
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// HOLDS
// 3 hours
lemma pskonly ca dh ca hnr cl ient inject iveagreement :

” Al l a b t #i .
Commit( a , b,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , ’PSKONLY’ , ’ cauth ’ , <’cauth ’ , ’ no hrr ’> , t >)@i
==> (Ex #j .

Running (b , a ,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , ’PSKONLY’ , ’ cauth ’ , <’cauth ’ , ’ no hrr ’> , t >)@j
& j < i
& not (Ex a2 b2 mode2 s r c2 cr2 #i 2 .

Commit( a2 , b2 ,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode2 , cr2 , src2 , t >)@i2 &
not (#i 2 = #i ) ) )

| (Ex X #r . Rev(X)@r & Honest (X) @i )”

// HOLDS
// 18 hours us ing 128G o f ram and 32 vCPU@2, 6GHz
lemma pskonly ca dh nc cl ient inject iveagreement :

” Al l a b hr t #i .
Commit( a , b,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , ’PSKONLY’ , ’ cauth ’ , <’no cauth ’ , hr>, t >)@i
==> (Ex #j .

Running (b , a ,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , ’PSKONLY’ , ’ cauth ’ , <’no cauth ’ , hr>, t >)@j
& j < i
& not (Ex a2 b2 mode2 s r c2 cr2 #i 2 .

Commit( a2 , b2 ,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode2 , cr2 , src2 , t >)@i2 &
not (#i 2 = #i ) ) )

| (Ex X #r . Rev(X)@r & Honest (X) @i )”

// HOLDS
// 36 min (756 s t ep s )
lemma psk nc dh nc client anonymous injectiveagreement :

” Al l a b hr mode t #i .
Commit( a , b,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode , ’ no cauth ’ , <’no cauth ’ , hr>, t >)@i
==> (Ex c #j . //## Allow

Running (b , c ,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode , ’ no cauth ’ , <’no cauth ’ , hr>, t >)@j
& j < i
& not (Ex a2 b2 mode2 s r c2 cr2 #i 2 .

Commit( a2 , b2 ,< ’C’ , ’ S ’ , mode2 , cr2 , src2 , t >)@i2 &
not (#i 2 = #i ) ) )

| (Ex X #r . Rev(X)@r & Honest (X) @i )”

// HOLDS
// 32 min
lemma pskonly ca dh ca nhr server injectiveagreement :

” Al l a b t #i .
Commit( a , b,< ’S ’ , ’C’ , ’PSKONLY’ , ’ cauth ’ , <’cauth ’ , ’ no hrr ’> , t >)@i
==> (Ex #j .

Running (b , a ,< ’S ’ , ’C’ , ’PSKONLY’ , ’ cauth ’ , <’cauth ’ , ’ no hrr ’> , t >)@j
& j < i
& not (Ex a2 b2 mode2 s r c2 cr2 #i 2 .

Commit( a2 , b2 ,< ’S ’ , ’C’ , mode2 , cr2 , src2 , t >)@i2 &
not (#i 2 = #i ) ) )

| (Ex X #r . Rev(X)@r & Honest (X) @i )”

// HOLDS
// 1h (187 s t ep s )
lemma pskonly dh ca nhr cl ient secrecy resSec :

” Al l C cr x #i . (
Psk Client Claim Secret (C, ’ resSec ’ , x ) @i &
Psk Client Mode ( ’PSKONLY’ , c r ) @i &
Psk Client Source (< ’ cauth ’ , ’ no hrr ’>)@i )
==> ( not (Ex #j . K( x ) @j )
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| (Ex A #j . Rev(A) @j & Honest (A) @i ) )”
// HOLDS
// 2 .5 h (592 s t ep s )
lemma pskonly dh ca hrr cl ient secrecy :

” Al l C tag cr x #i . (
Psk Client Claim Secret (C, tag , x ) @i &
Psk Client Mode ( ’PSKONLY’ , c r ) @i &
Psk Client Source (< ’ cauth ’ , ’ hrr ’>)@i )
==> ( not (Ex #j . K( x ) @j )

| (Ex A #j . Rev(A) @j & Honest (A) @i ) )”

// HOLDS
// 5 h
lemma pskdh dh nc nhr client pfs :

” Al l C tag cr x #i . (
Psk Client Claim Secret (C, tag , x ) @i &
Psk Client Mode ( ’PSKDH’ , c r ) @i &
Psk Client Source (< ’no cauth ’ , ’ no hrr ’>)@i )
==> ( not (Ex #j . K( x ) @j )

| (Ex A #j . Rev(A) @j & j<i & Honest (A) @i ) )”

// HOLDS
// 1 .5 h
lemma pskonly ca dh ca hrr server secrecy :

” Al l C tag x #i . (
Psk Server Claim Secret (C, tag , x ) @i &
Psk Server Mode ( ’PSKONLY’ , ’ cauth ’ ) @i &
Psk Server Source (< ’ cauth ’ , ’ hrr ’>)@i )
==> ( not (Ex #j . K( x ) @j )

| (Ex A #j . Rev(A) @j & Honest (A) @i ) )”

// VIOLATED
lemma pskonly ca dh nc server pfs :

” Al l S tag x hr #i . (
Psk Server Claim Secret (S , tag , x ) @i &
Psk Server Mode ( ’PSKONLY’ , ’ cauth ’ ) @i &
Psk Server Source (< ’no cauth ’ , hr>)@i )
==> ( not (Ex #j . K( x ) @j )

| (Ex A #j . Rev(A) @j & j<i & Honest (A) @i ) )”

end
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